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ABSTRACT
North Dakota supports the highest number of honey bee colonies in the US due to its
abundance of floral resources, but threats from land-use change and pesticide
applications have altered the quantity and quality of those resources in recent years.
This thesis explored landscape scale pesticide use trends from both spray applied and
seed treated insecticides on lands within 1.6km of ~13,000 registered apiaries North
Dakota from 2001 to 2015. The regional application of five spray applied insecticides
was collectively modeled using InVEST’s Habitat Quality Model during years of
heightened land-use change. In these models, regional application rates were
converted and normalized to relative risk values which degrade the quality of pixels
adjacent to where applications occurred. Results from 2006 to 2014 suggest decreases
in the quantity and quality of beneficial natural land covers such as grasslands
surrounding apiary sites due to shifting land-use and changing spatial pesticide
applications. Conservation scenarios were designed to better understand the
effectiveness of strategic placement of conservation land within apiary site buffers by
utilizing apiary density as a guide in the year 2014. Comparing baseline and scenario
outputs led to the discussion of policy at regional and field levels to improve quantity
and quality of resources for honey bees. More generalized modeling of neonicotinoid
use from corn and soybeans resulted in spatial outputs that mirrored those from spray
applied insecticides. Threats to apiaries in the forms of pesticide use and land-use

x

ABSTRACT CONT.
change occurred collectively east of the Missouri River where land-use change has
been most pronounced. The ecosystem service benefits of grassland as sources of
forage and as a refuge from pesticide exposure were discussed.

xi

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction
Grassland and other uncultivated, natural land covers are important habitats for
pollinators, such as the European honey bee, Apis mellifera (Goulson et al., 2015;
Smart et al., 2016; Gallant et al., 2014). Honey bees pollinate 45% of the 115 most
commonly cultivated agricultural crops including fruits, vegetables, seeds and nuts
(Klein et al., 2007). Insect pollination services have been valued at $15 billion annually
in the US, and of that sum, 75% is attributable to honey bees (Calderone, 2012).
However, beekeepers managing honey bees have been experiencing unsustainable
annual colony loss rates ranging between 30-40% (Steinhauer et al., 2014). Scientists
identified interconnected stressors such as loss of habitat and pesticide exposure as
causes of bee declines (Goulson et al. 2015; Neumann and Carreck; 2010).
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Although honey bee colonies are found throughout the US, the highest density of
colonies occurs in states with a substantial agricultural footprint (Hellerstein et al 2017;
vanEngelsdorp and Meixner, 2009). The nature of beekeeping in agro-ecosystems
implies that foraging bees are susceptible to land-use change and land management
threats such as pesticide applications. One survey of 749 colonies across North
America discovered 118 unique residues of insecticides, fungicides, herbicides, and
acaricides within colonies (Mullin et al., 2010). The sources of pesticide compounds
found in colonies are diverse due to varied crop types, management preferences, and
shifting pest infestations in time and space (Krupke et al., 2012). There are multiple
pathways by which bees are exposed to pesticide residues in agricultural areas (Krupke
et al., 2012). One common path of exposure is when bees collect pollen and nectar
from flowers that have been contaminated with pesticides, either through direct
pesticide application or drifting pesticides from agricultural fields (Krupke et al., 2012).
Other sources stem from the application of pesticides within the colony for the
management of pests which disrupt honey bee colony health, such as Varroa destructor
(Delaplane et al., 2005). Though pesticide exposure can occur on treated crop canopies
like apples or canola while bees are foraging, non-agricultural lands such as grasslands
and wetlands adjacent to cropland represent a unique zone where pesticide exposure
has been recorded (Botías, et al., 2015; Simon-Delso et al., 2017). Part of this thesis
focuses on these land covers as a source of relatively unmanaged wildflowers which
also represent a season long route of forage (Requier et al., 2015).
Land-use change has been another significant driver impacting not only honey
bee health, but an array of wildlife across the planet (Foley et al., 2005) and is likely to
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continue negatively influencing biodiversity into the distant future (Sala., et al. 2000).
Land use change in the form of the loss of flowers due to agricultural intensification is
established as one of the main drivers of colony losses (Goulson et al., 2015). This
research specifically explores the threat of land-use change within the key foraging
radius of honey bees surrounding apiary sites by examining the area of grasslands that
act as food resources for honey bee colonies. Accordingly, concentration was placed on
uncultivated and other natural land covers such as conservation lands and rangelands
as essential spaces for honey bees for two key reasons: 1) they are capable of offering
a season long resource of flowering plants and 2) they directly receive minimal pesticide
exposure, relative to farmland in row crop production.
Pressures from forage loss and pesticide exposure can be observed distinctively
in USA’s top honey producing state, North Dakota, which currently supports ~600,000
colonies, or 17.4% of all US honey producing stocks (USDA Honey report, 2017). Over
the past 15 years, the state has experienced some of the highest grassland conversion
rates in the country (Wright and Wimberly, 2013), and the emergence of widespread
pests like the soybean aphid have helped contribute to regional increases in insecticide
use (Ragsdale et al., 2011). Additionally, data suggest that US reliance on North Dakota
for its floral resources may also be increasing: over a ten-year period from 2006-2015,
the number of registered apiaries recorded by the North Dakota Department of
Agriculture increased from 10,341 to 14,269 (+38%) and the number of unique
beekeepers increased from 181 to 234 (+29.3%) (Fig. 1). During this period, corn and
soybean expansion was most dominant in counties with some of the highest apiary
densities in the region (Otto et al., 2016). For these key reasons, this thesis aims to
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better understand various interacting threats to North Dakota apiaries by highlighting
when and where forage loss and pesticide threats have played a role in the
deterioration of the landscape over period when grassland conversion to cropland was
extensive.

Fig. 1. Left y-axis (grey-blue) shows annual count of registered apiaries and right y-axis shows
number of unique beekeepers. Data were compiled from registered and vacated databases to
compose annual counts of how many sites were registered.

The evidence supporting relationships between land-use, pesticides and
deteriorating honey bee health is growing (David et al., 2015; Krupke et al., 2012; Smart
et al., 2016), but only few recent studies have focused on landscape-level pesticide
applications based on small sample field level experiments (Simon-Delso et al., 2017;
Smart et al., 2018). These studies often use inductive methods to extrapolate to the
conditions around other unobserved apiaries. They are critical for better understanding
specific links to colony health which require highly precise data collection at time series
intervals. However, the deductive approach of applying large scale pesticide use data
and scaling down to the field level is underexplored in the literature. There have been
4

no published reports quantifying the annual trends of insecticide total use specifically on
land occupied by beekeepers. Furthermore, none of the existing literatures have
incorporated spatio-temporal information of land-use changes and pesticides
applications within an unified framework to estimate their impacts on bee forage lands.
To quantitatively assess the interactions of threats and their consequences on not only
the quantity, but also the quality of grassland surrounding apiary sites, a large-scale
spatial approach with remotely sensed datasets in fine-resolution is urgently needed.
1.2 Thesis Objectives
By focusing on two recognized threats to honey bee colonies, land-use change
and pesticide exposure, this research focuses on the relative changes in habitat quality
of uncultivated natural and semi-natural land covers around ~13,000 registered apiaries
in North Dakota. The objectives were:
(i)

Estimate the total use of eight insecticides applied within 1.6km of apiary
sites from 2001 to 2015;

(ii)

Understand spatial and temporal changes to natural land cover quantity
and quality around apiary sites in 2006, 2010 and 2014;

(iii)

Utilize apiary site density as a tool for enhancing the effectiveness of new
conservation lands;

(iv)

Measure the relative impact to apiaries under scenarios of neonicotinoid
seed treatment.

This work aims to underscore the importance of large scale threats to colonies by
spatially merging publicly available datasets, but also discuss how various land-use
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scenarios could improve or worsen the quality of the landscape for beekeepers
operating in North Dakota.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Ecosystem Services and Pollination
The field of quantifying ecosystem services aims to assign monetary values to
services or goods either directly or indirectly beneficial to humans (Costanza et al.,
1997). By doing so, scientists and policy makers are better suited to make decisions
when considering ecosystem service tradeoffs, for example, how to maximize the
efficiency of land while considering services and goods that do not have direct market
values, such as water filtration by wetlands. In recent years studies exploring the
societal benefits provided by ecosystem services, as well as research focusing on the
functionality of those services, have increased (Millennium Ecosystem Assessment,
2005). Animal pollination of plants has been established as an ecosystem service since
humans are directly impacted by the production of both cultivated and non-cultivated
plants requiring this service (Millennium Ecosystem Assessment, 2005). However,
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pollination is an overarching function including biotic pollinators like insects as well as
abiotic factors like wind (National Research Council, 2007). Scientists are still learning
how insect pollinators interact with environmental variables and anthropogenic
influences to more objectively understand the beneficial services they provide.
Insects are one of the most diverse and abundant groups of organisms on the
planet (McGregor, 1976). Aside from pollination, they participate in a myriad of tasks
known to benefit humans such as soil stabilization, pest control in agriculture, and
forming the base of ecosystem trophic levels (Losey and Vaughan, 2006). Many
scientists agree that sustainable agriculture depends on pollination services as recent
studies have shown that pollinators are responsible for the reproduction of over 80% of
300,00 angiosperm species (i.e., flowering plants; Ollerton et al. 2011), and roughly
75% of globally traded fruits and vegetables can benefit from animal-based pollination
(Klein et al., 2007). These services are critical to the production of both food and fiber
utilized by humans (Grimaldi and Engel, 2005).
Generally, animal-based pollination is carried out when an animal vector is
attracted to the flower of a plant, then aids in the transfer of pollen from one flower to
the next (Delaplane and Mayer, 2000). In many cases, the role of the vector is played
by insects, but other biotic pollinators include birds and bats (National Research
Council, 2007). It is important to note that abiotic factors such as wind are responsible
for the pollination of many staples in the human diet such as wheat, rice, corn, and
barley (National Research Council, 2007). For those angiosperms requiring insect
vectors, insects are attracted to flowers through their color, arrangement, smell, nectar,
pollen and various other traits by learning to associate floral attributes with potential
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nutritional rewards (Delaplane and Mayer, 2000). The animal consumes nectar, and
often indirectly extracts pollen from the anthers of the flower and deposits the pollen to
the stigma of another or the same flower, and seeds are developed as more granules of
pollen are deposited (McGregor, 1976; Delaplane and Mayer, 2000). Successful
pollination of individual plants may vary significantly from one flower to the next, but
most will generally benefit from greater abundance and or diversity of pollinator visitors
(Delaplane and Mayer, 2000). For example, a study of self-fertilizing highland coffee
plants showed that higher fruit set could be predicted by the diversity, not abundance, of
pollinator species visiting their flowers in a tropical landscape (Klein et al., 2003).
Furthermore, pollination quality has been shown to depend on the quality and quantity
of flowers available. Southwick et al. (1981) showed that pollinators travel more quickly
from one flower to the next when flowers rich with nectar sources are abundant, thus
maximizing their service. Certainly, some groups of insects have evolved to perform
these functions more efficiently and at broader scales than others. Today, the bees
represent one of the most common and effective pollinators globally (National Research
Council, 2007).
2.2 Bees as Pollinators
Due to their diversity and effectiveness as visitors of flowers, bees compose one
of the most vital classes of pollinators in natural and crop systems globally (Delaplane
and Mayer, 2000). Within the past 20 years, the quantification of pollinator benefits has
intensified for both managed and non-managed bees (National Research Council,
2007). To better understand how bees function in natural and agro-ecosystems,
researchers have been collecting numerous datasets, such as the required pollen
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deposition for sufficient fruit set, the effects and drivers of pollinator species richness,
overall flower visitation, and the area of land covers needed to support pollinator
resources (Garibaldi et al., 2014). While the European honey bee is considered one of
the most economically valuable pollinator species in the US, it has been demonstrated
that wild pollinators can be more efficient per individual in enhancing the yield and
quality of some crops (Klein et al. 2007; Garibaldi et al. 2014). This is not surprising
given that many fruits and vegetables originating in the Americas would not have had
contact with honey bees as pollinators until they were introduced by Europeans in the
17th century (vanEngelsdorp and Meixner, 2010). Scientists have also been working to
understand the links between land-use, agricultural production, and native bees. For
example, a study in California observed the impact of woody plants on watermelon
production, a crop that is highly dependent upon bee pollination to reach fruit set
(Kremen et al., 2002). The authors concluded that a watermelon farm’s distance to
woody vegetation was correlated with the diversity and abundance of native bee
species present, and eventually, the quality of watermelons produced (Kremen et al.,
2002). Over 4,000 bee species have been recorded in North America, and as scientists
continue to advance our understanding of the services bees provide, their resource
requirements can be better implemented in agricultural and natural settings. Concerning
the relationship between managed honey bees and native bees, in general they both
depend on flowering plants to survive. Researchers have noted that common threats
facing both groups overlap, such as with the loss of forage and exposure to pesticides
(Mogren et al., 2016).
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2.3 Honey Bees
In the US, the most ubiquitous pollinator within the bees is the managed honey
bee (vanEngelsdorp and Meixner, 2010). Their abundance especially in agricultural
settings is a result of domestication of colonies over thousands of years as specific
qualities were selected (vanEngelsdorp and Meixner, 2010). Some of the following traits
represent why honey bee colonies are so widely managed by beekeepers today: honey
bees maintain a large number of individuals per hive (up to 60,000); honey bees forage
on and pollinate a broad spectrum of cultivated and uncultivated plants; colonies
occupying the common Langstroth hive can be transported locally and regionally; and
colonies produce honey, a valuable food source for humans, which can be harvested at
large scales (McGregor, 1976; Delaplane and Mayer, 2000; vanEnglesdorp and
Meixner, 2010). Honey bees pollinate >90 US crops (National Academy of Sciences,
2007) and beekeepers often truck bee colonies across the country to meet those
pollination demands (vanEnglesdorp and Meixner, 2010). Although honey bee colonies
are highly adaptable, the vast majority are dependent upon services provided by
beekeepers (vanEngelsdorp et al., 2010).
The symbiotic interaction between beekeeper and colony is unique. Beekeepers
provide their bees with a hive box, they supplement feeding in times of floral shortages,
control for mites and diseases within the hive, and ultimately, the colony is subject to
beekeeper decisions of where and for long they will forage throughout the year. In
return, beekeepers collect within-hive products like honey and wax, but some large
commercial beekeepers collect rental payments to pollinate crops (Bond et al., 2014).
Climatic patterns, floral blooms, and rental payments determine seasonal routes taken
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by beekeepers (Bond et al., 2014). For example, commercial beekeepers, defined as
those who manage more than 300 colonies, may transport their bees from Texas to
pollinate melons, then move to the Northern Great Plains to make honey and mature
their colonies, then work their way to California to pollinate almonds (Bond et al., 2014).
Gross revenue from pollination services in 2012 alone was estimated at $655.6 million
in the US and almond pollination rental fees represented the majority at $295 million
(45%); following was sunflower at $110 million (17%) and canola (seed) at $108 million
(16%) (Bond et al., 2014). Aizen and Harder (2009) argue that the production of
pollinator dependent crops like almonds have been increasing due to economic policy
and global trade, but pollinator increases have not paralleled this trend.
2.4 Colony Losses
The global count of honey bee colonies has not seen significant declines over the
years, but colony numbers in the US have been steadily decreasing since their peak in
1947 of 5.9 million to 2.89 million in 2016 (FAO, NASS, vanEngelsdorp and Meixner,
2010). Most importantly, annual colony loss rates surpassing 30% have increased costs
for beekeepers and led to instability in the beekeeping industry (Steinhauer et al., 2014).
These losses have been attributed to continuously changing landscapes, increased
exposure to pests like Varroa mites, Nosema virus, and increased exposure to
pesticides, among others (Goulson et al., 2015). The once widely used term to describe
extreme colony losses, Colony Collapse Disorder, was found to have no root cause, but
was more likely due to many of these factors that reduced overall honey bee colony
productivity, foraging ability, and eventually, fitness (Naug, 2009; vanEngelsorp et al.,
2010).
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Unfortunately, the study of colony losses is still very new, so agricultural surveys
historically have not queried beekeepers for health metrics such as percent loss after
overwintering. Just recently, the National Agricultural Statistics Service (NASS), which is
a branch of the US Department of Agriculture (USDA), has included such questions in
their annual surveys of beekeepers. Another survey conducted by the Bee Informed
Partnership (once supported by the USDA) (https://beeinformed.org/) has surveyed
beekeepers since 2008. Fig. 2 below shows the percent colony loss survey results
beginning in 2008 from North Dakota, which is one of the most important states for
honey production and beekeeping (USDA Honey, 2017). Beekeepers have noted that
15-20% annual losses are manageable (NASS Quick Stats, 2018), but consistent
survey results hovering near 30% suggest that current losses are unsustainable
(vanEngelsdorp et al., 2010; vanEngelsdorp et al., 2008). If demand for pollinator
dependent crops continues to increase and the threats impacting colony health continue
unaltered, a shortage of pollination services could be expected (Cane and Tepedino,
2016). If this shortage were to occur, farmers cultivating crops in need of insect
pollinators would eventually experience decreased yields, or require alternative
management to achieve similar yields (Southwick and Southwick, 1992). Reports of
colony losses have led to significant advances in understanding how stressors
individually and collectively impact colony health.
The task of identifying the relative weight of each stressor individually impacting
honey bee colony health has been challenging for researchers, perhaps due to the
extremely complex web of natural and human factors influencing the colony. For
example, independent and join impacts from pesticides, pests, local weather,
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Fig 2. Annual loss percentage survey results from beekeepers operating in North Dakota conducted
by the Bee Informed Partnership.

phenology, surrounding landscape composition, and land owner management could all
play a unique role in influencing colony health (Goulson et al., 2015). In laboratory
settings, studies have been able to control these variables to better isolate and define
stressors and the their impacts. For instance, Doublet et al. (2015) exposed honey bees
to the disease Black Queen Cell Virus and parasite Nosema ceranae individually and in
tandem along with sub-lethal doses of the neonicotinoid insecticide thiacloprid. The
researchers observed synergistic effects between the disease and parasite, which
resulted in increased mortality. Also, mortality was amplified when exposures were
compounded with the neonicotinoid. Le Conte et al. (2010) provided a review of the
unique role played by the parasitic mite Varroa destructor, which is one of the most
commonly occurring honey bee pests in North America, and has even been known to
cause 100% colony mortality within 6-24 months of infestation without treatment (Le
Conte et al. 2010). Infestations within colonies have been shown to cause deformed
wings and abdomens (Koch and Ritter, 1991) and influence overall body weight (De
Jong et al., 2015). Additionally, scientists have observed reduced honey bee immune
14

responses in colonies both impacted by the Nosema virus and infested with Varroa
(Antúnez et al., 2009; Gregory et al., 2005). The treatment of these pests and
pathogens by beekeepers has led to the introduction of potentially harmful compounds
in the colony. Beekeepers whose colonies are impacted by Varroa mites often apply
acaricides within the colony to keep mites within managed levels (Delaplane et al.,
2009). Overall, the Varroa mite was well established before unsustainable overwintering
rates were beginning to be common around 2006, so Le Conte et al. (2010) also argue
that multiple factors and not only mites have played a synergistic role in deteriorating
honey bee health.
2.5 Threats From Pesticides
Bees foraging up to 10km in a single day (Seeley, 1995) in and around
agricultural fields leaves them exposed to pesticide applications and other land
management practices (Krupke et al., 2012). Insecticide applications target an array of
insect pests that decrease farmer yield, but honey bees are also insects which leaves
them vulnerable to exposures (Sanchez-Bayo and Goka, 2014). Of the most common
agricultural pesticides, insecticides are the primary threat to bees (Sanchez-Bayo and
Goka, 2014). Herbicides are also essential to consider because they can reduce the
abundance of weeds used as bee forage. And fungicides have been shown to
synergistically interact with different insecticides leading to compounding toxicity (Piling
and Jepson, 1993).
Firstly, there are criteria that determine the toxicity of a pesticide application to
honey bees (US EPA, 2014). The relative toxicity of a pesticide application to foraging
bees depends on two bits of information: 1) the amount of active ingredient applied, and
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2) the LD50 (lethal dose 50), or the µg/bee quantity at which 50% of exposed bees will
die after 48 hours in a laboratory setting (US EPA, 2014). LD50 values for most
compounds are available in databases such as ECOTOX from the US Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) (https://cfpub.epa.gov/ecotox/). While mass bee deaths at field
realistic rates have been reported, they are rare (Lundin et al., 2015; Cutler et al., 2014).
More likely, bees are exposed to sub-lethal doses that impact a wide array of behaviors
(Haynes, 1988). Exposure routes to individual bees are also diverse, but in general,
honey bees are threatened by pesticide applications either orally or tactilely (US EPA,
2014). For example, a foliar spray may result in tactile exposure directly, or orally upon
foraging on contaminated wildflower pollen. Though multiple studies have observed no
direct link between pesticides like neonicotinoids applied on cropland surrounding
honey bee colonies and mortality rates (Pilling et al., 2013; Cuter et al., 2007; Cutler et
al., 2014), there are still significant gaps in information and many experts agree that
pesticides represent a significant risk for the health of insects globally (Goulson et al.,
2015). For instance, the European Union (EU) has placed a temporary ban on
neonicotinoid use on main crop types (Blacquière and van der Steen, 2017), a class of
insecticide that has grown to be the most commonly used insecticide in the USA
(Douglas and Tooker, 2015). Sanchez-Bayo and Goka (2014) argue that based on
toxicity, frequency of use, and the frequencies at which they are found in colonies, three
neonicotinoids (Thiamethoxam, Imidicloprid, and Clothianidin) and two
organophosphates: Phosmet and Chlorpyrifos, are the most dangerous widely used
insecticides to honey bees. In order to learn how honey bees react to field applications
of pesticides, scientists have conducted highly controlled studies in laboratory settings
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where bees are exposed to ranges of chemical concentrations, then sub-lethal and
lethal effects are recorded.
Sub-lethal concentrations of insecticides have been shown to impact an
assortment of bee behaviors and health metrics. A meta-analysis by Haynes (1988)
found that decreased fecundity, inhibited development, and deteriorative cognitive
abilities have all been thoroughly documented while observing bees contaminated with
pesticide residues. Exposed bees displayed delayed adult development and reduced
brood comb longevity (Wu et al., 2011) and a comparison between brood come treated
with high and low pesticide residues showed that treatment colonies were more likely to
be infected with the virus Nosema ceranae (Wu et al., 2012). Also, brood that were fed
a systemic insecticide exhibited impaired olfactory learning (Yang et al., 2012). Cox and
Wilson (1984) found that field-realistic exposures of a pyrethroid affected the ability of
forager bees to return to the colony and Taylor et al. (1987) measured odor related
learning tasks and observed honey bees treated with pyrethroids learned tasks more
slowly and with lower success rates than control bees. The literature exploring pesticide
impacts on bees is vast, but it has been more challenging for researchers to note
relationships between field scale land-use patterns, pesticide use, and changes to
colony health.
Other studies have attempted to connect observations of residues in colonies
with surrounding landscape features such as land cover area. For instance, Smart et al.
(2018) found positive relationships between the area of agricultural land surrounding
study colonies and the residue levels of the organophosphate Chlorpyrifos within the
colony. However, the authors did not see significant relationships between the
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Chlorpyrifos residue and colony productivity. Another study by Simon-Delso et al.
(2017) aimed to detect pesticide residue in pollen pellets from 40 Belgian apiaries
surrounded by cropland and uncultivated semi-natural land covers. They used the
surrounding land cover area of crops like cereals and sugar beets to predict pesticide
concentrations in colonies. Most importantly, the majority of observed contaminated
pollen was sourced from wildflowers in an area dominated by cereals and other crops
unattractive to bees. This case represents an interesting exposure route because much
of the attention of pesticides comes from studies observing the direct consumption of
pollen and nectar of treated crops like canola. Simon-Delso et al. (2017), however,
aimed to understand how pesticide contaminated wildflower pollen entered colonies.
They learned that the area of crops like cereals and sugar beets within a 3km radius of
colonies was the best predictor of detected pesticides in pollen, which included
Pyrimethanil, Boscalid, and Dimethoate (two fungicides and one insecticide pyrethroid).
With these compounds only used on crops unattractive to bees, they concluded that an
alternative mechanism like pesticide drift on wildflowers is an underexplored research
area. Studies by Smart et al. (2018) and Simon-Delso et al. (2017) represent the types
of studies necessary to identify links between landscapes, local pesticide applications,
and residues observed in colonies.
Recent literature has also been focusing on the widely used Neonicitoinoids, a
controversial systemic class of insecticides that has been increasing in use since the
mid-1990s (Douglas and Tooker, 2015). Similar to the organophosphates and
pyrethroids described above, studies have also noted concentrations of neonicotinoids
deposited on wildflowers. For example, a UK study by Botías et al. (2015) was
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conducted on potential routes of exposure for honey bees in England by looking at soil
samples and wildflowers alongside oil seed rape margins. Their results unsurprisingly
showed that all soil samples collected under the treated oil seed rape crop contained
the seed coating Thiamethoxam, a type of neonicotinoid. Unexpectedly, however, soils
also tested positive for Thiaclorprid and Imidacloprid, both neonicotinoids, even though
they had not been used on that field in over three years. Consistent with Simon-Delso et
al. (2017), the concentration of Thiamethoxam was significantly higher in pollen from
wildflowers alongside adjacent pollinator strips than the actual oil seed rape crops
themselves. Additionally, 97% of pollen brought to hives in June was from potentially
contaminated wildflowers, whereas only 3% came the original oil seed rape crop (Botías
et al., 2015).
Neonicotinoids represent a controversial subject for policy makers because they
are highly toxic to bees, but are widely used as a prophylactic approach to pest
management, especially on corn, which of all corn acres in USA, an estimated 79-99%
of seeds are treated with a neonicotinoid (Douglas and Tooker, 2015). Neonicotinoid
compounds are systemic and water soluble, which means they travel well through
water, soils, and plants including neighboring wildflowers not treated with the active
ingredient (Botias et al., 2016). Mogren and Lundgren (2016) argue that the benefits of
pollinator strips adjacent to cropland treated with neonicotinoids may not provide
sufficient refuge for bees. They showed that pollinator strips next to organic fields and
neonicotinoid treated fields showed similar levels of Clothianidin, and therefore, argue
that pollinator strips near neonicotinoid treated fields may be less beneficial than
previously thought. The idea that flower strips within intensive agricultural settings could
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represent a threatening situation by attracting foraging bees to contaminated food was
also expressed by Simon-Delso et al. (2017). This is crucial because some active
pollinator conservation schemes utilize flower strip enhancement alongside cropland
where there are few policies designated to mitigate pesticide drift. The application of
these pesticides ultimately depends on the land-use surrounding apiaries. Just as
crucial in the literature has been the study of land covers and their relationships with
bee health.
2.6 Landscape Composition and Bee Health
Beekeepers select apiary sites within landscapes composed of sufficient floral
resources to meet the dietary needs of their colonies (vanEngelsdorp and Meixner,
2009; Herbet and Shimanuki, 1978). Diverse floral diets have been correlated with
improved health metrics like increased brood area (Keller et al., 2005) and improved
immune responses (Alaux et al., 2010). If dietary needs are not met, for example if the
abundance and or quality of pollen available is insufficient, decreased colony size could
be expected, which may lead to reductions in the number of bees available to forage for
nectar and pollen (Keller et al., 2005; Donkersly et al., 2014). Landscapes composed of
large areas of grassland around apiaries have been shown to positively impact colony
health (Smart et al., 2016), increase the quantity of honey produced (Smart et al.,
2018), and correlate with high protein bee bread potentially supporting healthier bees
(Donkersely et al., 2014). Moreover, Requier et al. (2015) demonstrated that wildflowers
sourced in unmanaged grasslands and roadsides can serve as a primary source of the
honey bee diet when mass flowering crops like canola and sunflower are not in bloom. It
is not always clear, however, where bees forage. An interesting study by Garbuzov et
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al. (2015) decoded bee waggle dances, which is a way for scientists to understand
foraging distances and directions by observing honey bee movements upon return to
the colony after foraging. They asked if the surrounding area of semi-natural habitat and
oilseed rape crop would impact the distance foragers were traveling. Foraging requires
energy, and if bees are traveling larger distances, they may also be consuming more
resources in the colony. The researchers observed shorter foraging distances when
higher areas of oilseed rape were present in spring, but the effect was greater for the
semi-natural habitat, which suggests that mass flowering crops may not always be the
most preferential foraging destination.
To highlight specific studies observing the link between land-use and colony
health, one a recent study by Smart et al. (2016) found positive significant relationships
between colony health metrics and the area of uncultivated land within a 3.2-km radius
surrounding six apiary sites located in varying ranges of agriculture and grassland. The
researchers also concluded that land-use alone was a much better predictor of colony
health after considering other threats like pesticide residues, pests, and diseases.
Another study by Smart et al. (2018) used hive scales to track the weight of colonies
situated at different ends of the land-use spectrum. They found that although one colony
surrounded by mostly cropland collected the same amount of pollen as one with high
grassland area, the difference in nectar and overall colony weight was higher for the
colony surrounded by grassland. While both papers were focused in the Northern Great
Plains (NGP) region of the USA, Alburaki et al. (2017) noted opposing trends working in
Tennessee. Specifically, they found colonies were performing better in terms of hive
weight and brood production in high agricultural regions compared with non-agricultural
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areas. In agreement with Alburaki et al. (2017), Sponsler and Johnson (2015) working in
Ohio found a negative relationship between grassland/forest and the “net food
accumulation”, which was a measure of the frames of honey produced over their study
time period. Interestingly, the researchers note the importance of wildflowers growing
within agricultural land covers as well as crops like corn and soybeans as possible
explanations for their unexpected results. It is also possible that the grassland/seminatural habitat in Ohio differs completely from those in the NGP, which leads to the
question of whether landscape variables such as “grassland” or “forest” are reasonable
to compare results across regions given their differences in quality. These opposing
stories demonstrate the extreme complexity of land-use influencing colony health, but
also illustrate the regional differences in floral resources in agricultural vs. nonagricultural lands.
2.7 Northern Great Plains and Land-Use Change
One of the most critical regions for US managed pollinators is the Northern Great
Plains (NGP) due to its availability of floral resources and suitable climate (Otto et al.,
2016). Nested within the Prairie Pothole Region (PPR), beekeepers are significantly
reliant on grasslands (Otto et al., 2016), which includes a spectrum of land covers
extending to rangelands, herbaceous wetlands, government sponsored conservation
land, roadside ditches, and other land covers where wildflowers can grow (Smart et al.,
2016; Gallant et al., 2014). However, the NGP also represents a region recently
impacted by land-use change (Wright and Wimberly, 2013). Multiple researchers have
concluded this landscape is deteriorating due to agricultural intensification and biofuel
crop production (Otto et al., 2016; Wright and Wimberly, 2013; Smart et al., 2016).
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Results from these studies provide insights at both landscape and field levels. For
example, Otto et al., 2016 observed negative relationships between the area of corn
and soybeans and the likelihood of a site being registered by a beekeeper. Moreover,
Smart et al. (2016) note the negative health side effects of colonies being surrounded
by intensive agriculture.
Over the past 15 years, the Mid West Corn Belt and NGP have shifted towards a
more homogeneous cropping system, or a simplified landscape, and one main side
effect has included a loss of diversity in both crops and wildlife (Tscharntkem et al.,
2005; Meehan et al., 2011). As corn production began to increase, decreased farmer
inputs and increased price of harvested biofuels have allowed for biofuel crop
expansion to areas previously used as pasture (Wright and Wimberly, 2013). As these
changes occurred within the last ten years, the area of corn and soybean production
increased by 3.2 million ha across the US (Borchers et al., 2014). US grassland
conversion from 2006-2011 was most pronounced in the Dakotas (Wright and
Wimberly, 2013). Results from Otto et al. (2016) showed that a significant portion of
biofuel increases occurring on portions of the landscape that contained the highest
concentration of registered apiaries. Fausti (2015) argued that the shift in landscape
simplification was due in part to modifications in US agriculture and energy policies,
coupled with the advancements of GM seed technology and ethanol production plant
capacity. This created a feedback loop where incentives were created to convert
grasslands and wetlands to crop systems in mid-western states (Fausti 2015).
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2.8 Conservation and Policy
There are several initiatives to offset cropland expansion across the US for the
improvement of ecosystem services, but one of the most impactful has been the
government sponsored Conservation Reserve Program (CRP). CRP is a voluntary,
private lands program that incentivizes landowners to take their environmentally
sensitive land out of crop production and establish a conservation cover, typically in the
form of a grassland. Land owners receive annual payments and other various financial
incentives for participating, but prices are not designed to be as high as the potential
return from farming. Agreements with 10-15 year contracts are flexibly planned to meet
general or specific conservation goals leading to the enhancement of ecosystem
services like carbon sequestration, soil retention, waterfowl production, and wildlife
habitat (Gleason et al., 2011). Run by the USDA, CRP was first established in 1985 as
part of the Food Security Act to conserve lands that were vulnerable to high soil erosion
(Dunn et al., 1993). CRP was later housed in the 1990 farm bill with an original goal of
conserving 18 million ha across the USA. After peaking at 14.9 million ha in 2007, CRP
area has continued to drop (USDA), and as of 2016, there were 9.6 million ha enrolled
in the program. In the PPR in 2007 there was 3.3 million ha which includes five states
(North Dakota, South Dakota, Minnesota, Iowa, Montana) (USDA). From just 20082012, Lark et al. (2015) observed the greatest numbers of CRP loss in the North and
South Dakota part of the PPR. Fig. 3 shows the total area (ha) enrolled in the CRP
program from 2001-2017. Hellerstein and Malcom (2011) discussed this phenomenon
and the reasoning for the loss of CRP. They argue that unusually high crop commodity
prices in 2008 paired with the 1.8 million ha decrease of the maximum enrollment of
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Fig. 3. USDA NASS reported Conservation Reserve Program (CRP) area (ha) in North Dakota since 2001.

CRP across the nation put forth in the 2008 farm bill led to the inability of the program to
compete with crop-based ethanol production. Simply put, farmers reasonably preferred
to grow corn or soybeans in place of enrolling in conservation lands because CRP
annual benefits could not adjust to the high crop prices. Policies within the farm bill
(renewed every five years) are constructed based on thorough debate which requires
scientific evidence describing the costs and benefits of the programs. Due to the
relatively long history of CRP, scientists have been able to quantify how CRP has
benefitted the environment.
There are several conservation practices available within the CRP that
landowners can choose from to achieve management objectives for their land. Often,
recommendations for specific conservation practices are based on soil type and
landowner objectives. Some of the more common conservation practices include basic
grass seed mixes with general and broad ecosystem service benefits. As of this writing,
there were 36 different practices each with a particular conservation goal. The more
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general practices like CP-1 (Introduced Grass and Legume Establishment) or CP-2
(Native Grass, Forb, and Legume Establishment) have less strict rules about which
seeds are required, but are generally built on a high grass-to-forb ratio where grasses
dominate. The general mixes are highly useful if the conservation goal is to cover the
soil for the duration of the agreement and allow the soil to regenerate. Alternatively, CP25 (Rare and Declining Habitat) and CP-42 (Pollinator Establishment Habitat) are highly
specified for the promotion of wildlife that benefit from more diverse forb mixes (Wratten
et al., 2012). Though seed mixes range by soil type and land owner preference, they
can be more expensive to establish due to the scarcity of rare seeds (Wratten et al.,
2012). Although per acre these establishments will be more expensive for the
landowner, USDA will share costs and provide above average sign up incentives to
enroll in the program.
The primary goal of most landowners who enroll their lands in CRP is to reduce
soil erosion and to improve soil health. Reeder et al. (1998) observed nitrogen and
carbon levels in the top 10cm of top soil in newly converted cropland under a CP-2
mixed grasses seed mix. They found that a period of five years was sufficient to reestablish carbon and nitrogen levels in the CRP fields to match the uncropped
grasslands. Soils rich in nutrients and biodiversity are more likely to provide more
efficient water filtration services which provide direct benefits to human societies (Giller
at al., 2004). Scientists have also noted additional benefits like increased biodiversity as
seed mixes become more diverse. Jamison et al., (2002) studied plant composition and
insect abundance in grasslands occupied and not occupied by prairie chickens in sand
sagebrush habitats of Kansas. They found the existence of flowering plants among all
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other vegetation were the best predictor of insects. In turn, prairie chickens were more
likely to be observed in grasslands with higher insect abundance. This example
illustrates the way in which trophic levels can build upon one another in ways that may
not be expected when designing conservation schemes.
Beyond CRP, there are currently various conservation schemes in place to
enhance the landscape for pollinators (Byne and Fitzpatrick, 2009). A review of such
schemes includes, but is not limited to, the management of field margins alongside
cropland, enhancing roadside ditches, introducing legumes in field/riparian margins,
utilizing non-cropped farmlands and fallow areas, managing hay field cover crops and
utilizing perennial fruit and cropping systems (Byne and Fitzpatrick, 2009). Generally
though, the sowing of wildflowers to increase the abundance and diversity of pollen and
nectar is the primary target of these schemes with the goals of improving the quantity
and quality of pollinator forage.
This thesis aims to incorporate many of the themes described above. First, I aim
to integrate spatial and temporal datasets to understand joint impacts of two observed
threats to honey bee colonies. I further discuss scenarios relating to land-use and
pesticide threats in time and space to better understand how landscape quality
surrounding apiaries would be affected under such scenarios. Based on those results,
the discussion intends to inform policy relating to field and landscape level
improvements of apiary site quality.
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CHAPTER 3
MATERIALS AND METHODS

3.1.1 Study Region
The state of North Dakota within the latitudes 49° and 46° shares its northern
border with Canada and encompasses a significant portion of the US Northern Great
Plains (NGP) region (Fig. 4). The state is chiefly composed of the mixed grass prairie
ecosystem, which expands from the Canadian border to central Texas. The eastern
segment of the state bordering Minnesota, also known as the Red River Valley, is part
of the tall grass prairie that composes western and southwestern Minnesota, eastern
South Dakota, most of Iowa, and stretches into Illinois, Indiana, and Missouri. There is a
difference in climate between eastern and western North Dakota. This is mostly due to a
rainfall gradient that increases from 39.5 cm to 57.4 cm (annual averages) moving from
western North Dakota to the eastern Red River Valley. The state experiences extremely
cold winters compared to the rest of the continental US, but average high and low
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temperatures in July are 29 and 12 degrees (Celsius) respectively (US Climate Data),
which lead to favorable conditions for honey production. According to NASS, in 2014
the top three crops were corn (1.1 million ha), soybeans (2.1 million ha) and wheat (3.2
million ha) and the area of land dedicated to grazing or pasture accounted for roughly
5.5 million ha. Land-use in North Dakota covers an east-to-west gradient of intensely
cropped agriculture in the eastern Red River Valley to less intense rangeland and
pasture lands of western North Dakota. The landscape is additionally intermixed with
planted crops like sugar beets, sunflower, alfalfa, canola, and barley (USDA CDL,
2014). Common non-agricultural land covers include conservation programs, wetlands,
and shrub woody lands. Due to its flowering crops, grasslands, and mildly warm
summers, US beekeepers travel to North Dakota to deploy their colonies in areas
surrounded by flowering plants. Beekeepers then have the option to harvest honey and
allow their colonies to grow in size (Gallant et al., 2014).
3.1.2 Apiary Site Registration
The North Dakota Department of Agriculture requires all apiary sites to be
registered (https://www.nd.gov/ndda/plant-industries/apiary-honey-bees) at the quartersection legal unit scale (one quarter section equals 65ha) under the Public Land Survey
System (PLSS). Apiaries are defined as a location which a beekeeper decides to locate
his or her honey bee colonies. The apiary points used in this research for data analysis
are the centroids (coordinates) of each quarter-section that was registered by a
beekeeper. This data set is continuously updated with detailed information on spatial
locations and dates of registration and cancellation of where beekeepers choose to
place their colonies. Fig. 4 illustrates the spatial density and distribution of 13,477 apiary
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Fig. 4. Density Map of North Dakota Registered apiaries (2014) where colors represent the number of
registered apiaries within an area with a radius of 10km. Red zones represent the highest densities.

sites in 2014 where higher density is shown in red. Overall, apiary registration is
densely located in central North Dakota (Fig. 4). Although apiary sites can be registered
indefinitely, not all have honey bee colonies each year. For the analyses within this
thesis, registered apiary points in 2014 were identified, then a buffer was calculated with
a 1.6km radius, the core forage distance of honey bees (Otto et al., 2016). This buffer
layer was used to observe spatial trends on lands intersecting those buffers, where
each apiary buffer covers an area of 314 ha (775 ac). Also, this apiary layer was
updated to include the count of registrations and their locations. By doing so, an annual
snapshot of each apiary registration was captured and considered. This is important
because as was reported in Fig. 1, there have been significant apiary registration
increases from 2001-2015. A annual apiary registration layer was created for each year
by combining the active apiary database with the cancelled apiary database for each
year. It was assumed that a site was registered in a given year if the year a site was
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registered was greater than or equal to the year observed. The same logic was applied
for when the site was canceled. No apiary site was counted twice for the annual counts
in Fig 1.
3.2.1 Remotely Sensed Data: Cropland Data Layer
The Cropland Data Layer (CDL) is an annual classified raster layer provided by
the USDA and is created by merging several satellite images taken at various times
during the growing season. The final product is a geo-referenced raster dataset at
30x30m resolution (56x56m before 2008) available across the USA with discrete
classes ranging from common crops like corn and soybeans to specific wheat varieties
and specialty land covers like sunflower, flaxseed, barley. This tool has been used
previously for understanding land cover within apiary buffers (Gallant et al., 2014; Otto
et al., 2016). NASS/USDA also provides metadata for better understanding the
accuracy of their classifications. For example, in 2014 the ND raster layer had an overall
accuracy of 83.2%, but this includes error prone specific classifications like buckwheat
that have very low accuracies. The classes spring wheat, soybeans, and corn had
accuracies of 92.2%, 95.2%, and 92.5%, respectively. Because the CDL also includes
classifications such as grass/pasture, herbaceous wetland, and forest, it is a very useful
tool for studying wildlife and other subjects like honey bees that operate in agroecosystems.
The CDL in North Dakota was used to determine the location and area of various
land cover pixels intersecting each apiary buffer. All CDL layers from 2001-2015 were
resampled to 30x30m spatial resolution and reclassified (see appendix Table 1) to
include the following general classifications: corn, soybeans, wheat, other cropland,
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wetland, forest, and grassland. Other pixel classes were assigned NA and excluded.
These raster layers from 2001-2015 were used for total pesticide use calculations. For
subsequent modeling exercises, the years 2006, 2010 and 2014 were chosen to
represent a period when grassland loss and cropland increases occurred in North
Dakota (Wright and Wimberly 2013, Otto et al. 2018). To improve the accuracy of the
CDL in 2006, 2010 and 2014, the CDL grassland classification was further validated
with CRP polygon shapefiles associated with each year provided by the Farm Service
Agency (FSA). Where the CRP polygons intersected the CDL, those pixels were
converted to a new CRP classification. This was done by first using the “Extract by
Mask” tool in ArcGIS v.10.4. Those pixels were then reclassified from NA to a 200 value
to represent CRP. Spatial information of organic farms was incorporated in the form of a
shapefile provided by the State of North Dakota to remove those no spray locations.
Polygons within that shapefile represented certified organic practices in early 2018. The
same extract by mask function was performed with the organic layer so those pixels did
not receive any pesticide threat for foliar spray or neonicotinoid modeling. However, this
organic layer was not used to count annual pesticide use within apiary boundaries from
2001 to 2015.
3.2.2 Land Cover Changes Within Apiary Buffers
Because 2006, 2010, and 2014 CDL raster layers were used as baselines for
specific modeling, the land cover within these years was explored further. The total
area of each land cover class intersecting the 2014 apiary buffer was reported. The
buffered shapefile was “dissolved” to exclude those overlapping polygons so no CDL
pixel was counted twice. The “Extract by Mask” tool was also to extract intersecting
pixel values
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with the 2014 apiary buffer shapefile, then aggregate pixel counts and convert to
hectares. The estimated total amount outside of buffers was also reported for
comparison.
3.2.3 Apiary Registration and Availability of Natural Covers
To utilize the changing annual apiary buffered shapefiles where the number of
registered sites changed from 2006 to 2014, the area of the “natural covers”
classification was extracted, which include grassland, wetland, forest and CRP, then
divided by the number of registered apiaries in that year to learn how the availability
of natural land covers per apiary had changed. Results were further scaled to the
Crop Reporting Districts (CRD) (Fig. 5) to report the difference in natural cover area
per apiary site from 2006 to 2014.

Fig. 5. Nine CRDs in ND and counties showing scale of pesticide application rates. Colors simply
separate boundaries of each district. E-Pest estimates application rates at the CRD scale, then
apply application rates to crop area in each county to achieve county total use estimates. To apply
application rates in this thesis, the reverse calculation was done and CRD scale rates were used.
This is because E-Pest does not explicitly report application rates. CRDs abbreviated with
directions for north, south, east, west, and central.
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3.3.1 Spatiotemporal pesticide use
Pesticide use data were gathered from the USGS EPest database
https://water.usgs.gov/nawqa/pnsp/, which provides low and high agricultural total use
estimates for 423 active chemical ingredients for each US county from 1993-2015.
EPest also provides estimated low and high state level ratios of pesticides applied on
main crop types. The most common uses of this dataset have been for the prediction of
pesticide concentrations in ground water and streams across the US (Stone et al.,
2013), but has also been used for regional analysis of pesticide use on cropland
(Douglas and Tooker, 2015). EPest-low county level estimates were adopted for
application amounts in North Dakota, summed estimates to the CRD scale, then applied
state-wide crop-pesticide ratios to achieve regional application rates (kg/ha) for
particular pesticide-crop combinations in given year and CRD. Application rates were
used to compare pesticide use as threats on the landscape. 𝐴𝑝#,%,&,' (kg/ha) for pesticide
i, on crop j, of district d, in year t is calculated using the following:

1

𝐴𝑝#,%,&,' =

2
)∑/34
+,'-.,/,0 5∗ 89'#:.,;,0

(1)

<8=9;,2,0

Where 𝐶𝑛𝑡𝑦#,%,,,' is the total application for county n from EPest, 𝑁& is the total number
of counties in district d, 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜#,%,' is an EPest reported pesticide percentage on a
particular crop for the state, and 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎%,&,' is the USDA NASS reported total planted area
summed to the district (hectares). The main crops modeled were corn, soybeans and
wheat. The pesticides included were chosen after considering a review by Sanchez-
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Bayo and Goka (2014) that ranked the toxicity of compounds to honey bees based on
the concentrations and the number of times each ingredient was observed in recent
studies. The selection was narrowed to insecticides, and of those used on corn,
soybeans or wheat in North Dakota according to EPest-low estimates, eight insecticides
were chosen (Table 1). Table 1 also notes which pesticides were included in each
model, and the years included in that model.
Table 1. Insecticides included in each analysis. Each column corresponds to a section of models.
*Seed treatment model does not distinguish between neonicotinoid active ingredients and does not
incorporate EPest estimates.
Model
Random vs.
Total Use

Foliar Spray

Seed Treatment
Strategic

Compound

Class

Calculation

Model

Models
Scenarios

(2001-2015)

(2014)

(2006, 2010, 2014)
(2014)

Chlorpyrifos

Organophosphate

✓

✓

✓

Esfenvalerate

Pyrethroid

✓

✓

✓

Pyrethroid

✓

✓

✓

Bifenthrin

Pyrethroid

✓

✓

✓

Cyfluthrin

Pyrethroid

✓

Thiamethoxam

Neonicotinoid

✓

✓*

Clothianidin

Neonicotinoid

✓

✓*

Imidacloprid

Neonicotinoid

✓

✓*

CyhalothrinLambda
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3.3.2 Calculating Historic Pesticide Total Use
Total mass applied of each insecticide within the 2014 apiary buffer was
calculated by multiplying the application rate 𝐴𝑝#,%,&,' for insecticide 𝑖 by the number of
hectares of crop 𝑗 intersecting the 1.6km apiary buffer in year 𝑡 of district 𝑑. Uses on all
three crops for each insecticide in North Dakota were aggregated to report annual
insecticide use within buffers. The year 2014 is also a significant year to report the
neonicotinoids because it was the final year that USGS EPest will report use from seed
treatments. When observing EPest-low estimates for North Dakota in 2014 and 2015,
estimates for Clothianidin decreased from 45,047kg to 100kg, Imidacloprid from
24,930kg to 5,890kg, and Thiamethoxam 37,877kg to 1062kg. These severe decreases
suggest the vast majority of neonicotinoids are applied as seed coatings and moving
past 2014, the ability to track their use with any spatial scale will have to rely on
alternative data sources.
3.4.1 Spatial Pesticide Threat Modeling
The subsequent pesticide threat modeling analyses were separated by mode of
application into spray and seed treatments. Scientists have noted how the mode in
which a pesticide is applied will determine its potential threat to foraging honey bees
and the colony once contaminated materials are returned to the hive (Krupke et al.,
2012). For example, the relative risk of a spray applied insecticide can be calculated by
knowing the quantity and LD50 of the active ingredient applied. This threat medium is
well defined because the threat is considered at one point in time when it is applied,
and the level at which bees will die if coming into contact with that application is
understood (Krupke et al., 2012). For the seed treated neonicotinoids, however, threats
are much
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more unpredictable in space and time because of the way in which they systemically
travel within and between plants to pollen and nectar. For this reason, it would have
been unreasonable to include both spray and seed treatments within the same model
because their comparative risks are uncertain. Therefore, two primary modeling
frameworks were utilized. First, the Foliar Spray model converts spatio-temporal
application rates of commonly used spray insecticides to normalized risk quotient
values. The years included were 2006, 2010 and 2014, which represent an important
time in North Dakota when significant grassland area was lost. The output is a
quantitative measure of risk on natural land cover pixels neighboring those pesticide
applications. Also included in the Foliar Spray model was is the Random vs. Strategic
scenarios. These scenarios take advantage of the pesticide threat models and attempt
to improve apiary site quality in the year 2014 by adding grassland area at different
quantities and strategies. Finally, more generalized threats from neonicotinoids were
spatially modeled in 2014 where threats were based on scenarios of neonicotinoid use.
Independent scenarios were created for corn and soybeans. The corn model captures
threats during corn planting season, which represents a threat to bees when
neonicotinoid dust is emitted in all directions surrounding corn fields (Krupke et al.,
2012). The threat from soybeans deals with the number of growers using seed
treatments. The difference between a current and potential scenario of expanding
neonicotinoid use was modeled to learn where apiaries may be exposed to this threat.
EPest data were not used in these neonicotinoid models due to the inability to normalize
spatial application rates to risk quotients. Table 1 above lists the pesticides used in each
model.
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3.4.2 InVEST’s Habitat Quality Model
The Foliar Spray model, Random vs. Strategic model, and Seed Treatment
models were all carried out using a raster based spatial modeling toolbox called InVEST
(Integrated Valuation of Ecosystem Services and Tradeoffs). Created by the Natural
Capital Project (www.naturalcapitalproject.org), InVEST contains a suite of spatial
based modeling tools freely available to researchers and land-use planners for the
purposes of understanding ecosystem service changes to landscapes under different
scenarios. Available modules within InVEST include the marine based programs like
fisheries management or offshore wind energy assessments, and examples of
terrestrial models include sediment retention and water purification, but also address
topics such as biodiversity and species habitat modeling. The application of InVEST to
study pesticide threats to honey bees has not be explored in the literature. However,
other examples of how researchers have applied the InVEST include measuring the
impacts of conservation land scenarios and their effects on amphibian habitat in the
Northern Plains (Mushet et al., 2014), predicting native bee abundance and diversity in
blueberry farms (Groff et al., 2016) and measuring benefits to aquatic and terrestrial
biodiversity under development scenarios (Terrado et al., 2015).
Within this thesis, the Habitat Quality module v3.4.2 from InVEST, was used to
provide a spatio-temporal method for mapping pesticide threats applied to cropland
which deteriorate the quality of neighboring grassland specifically for honey bees. I
assume that the quality of a grassland pixel will decrease if within a certain distance to a
pesticide threat and the degradation of pixels will increase moving closer to that threat.
This modeling approach does not simply map the existence or quantity at which
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individual pesticides are applied, but includes when and where such applications were
likely to be above a level of concern (LOC) and would represent the conditions under
which honey bees could be exposed to dangerous levels of a toxic application. This is
important because not all pesticide applications are harmful to honey bees, and the
application rate applied may not always be threatening compared to much higher and
toxic applications. InVEST’s Habitat Quality Model was chosen because it allows for
user defined relative inputs and easily interpretable outputs in the form of grid cell maps
(rasters) where cells contain a degradation or habitat quality score between 0 and 1.
Often, the spatial inputs and outputs for InVEST models are image based rasters where
the user defines weighted variables based on expert opinion, field level data, or surveys
(InVEST User’s Guide). In this thesis, “threatening” raster layers were created where
pixels were assigned a value based on when and where high levels of insecticides were
applied. Pixels with those raster layers were assigned insecticide use threats based on
their classification on the CDL of each corresponding year. The ability to stack multiple
layers with broad and user defined specifications was also beneficial for the modeling
objectives within this thesis. The threat layers were overlaid with a land cover baseline,
and since significant land-use change conversions occurred from 2006 to 2014 in North
Dakota, the aim was to illustrate the change in potential spatial threats, or habitat
degradation, over time, where raster threats reduce the relative habitat quality score of
the baseline pixels. The threat of land-use change was not used as an input in the
models, but when 2006 and 2014 baselines were compared in the Foliar Spray model,
changing land-use was captured surrounding apiary sites. Furthermore, output raster
maps were assessed around registered apiary individually to learn how apiaries
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specifically were impacted. The different modeling frameworks and inputs for each
model are explained in Table 1.
The way in which the Habitat Quality model works is well documented in the
InVEST User’s guide, but below is a short summary including the essential pixel based
calculations. The model works by creating a two-dimensional kernel, or a moving
window, that calculates the degradation of each cell considering the threats from
neighboring cells within the window. First, pixels are assigned a land cover score, or
how likely it is to be “habitat” for the intended target.
For a given grid cell 𝑦 associated with habitat type 𝑗 is assigned a “habitat
quality” initial score between 0-1 where 1 is the best possible habitat for that species.
See input example Table 2 for land covers and their initial habitat quality scores. In
general, grassland, CRP, wetland and forest were given values of 1, and cropland was
assigned values of 0. The model first calculates 𝐷K% which is the degradation, or
destructive potential of a pixel, and is calculated by:
O
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𝐷K% = L L M
8PQ -PQ

𝑤8
∑O8PQ 𝑤8

R 𝑟- 𝑖8K- bK 𝑆%8

Where 𝑤8 is the relative threat source weight of raster threat r, 𝑅 is a list of all threat
raster layers, 𝑌 indexes all pixels associated with 𝑟, b represents the level of
accessibility of each grid cell 𝑥 (in this application all threats have equal accessibility
where b = 1). The same is true for 𝑆%8 which represents the sensitivity of each grid cell
to the threat so 𝑆%8 = 1. The model then uses the relative total potential degradation
calculated with 𝐷K% as an input to calculate the relative quality output score 𝑄K% .
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𝑄K%
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𝐷K%
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Where 𝐻% the habitat suitability of the corresponding pixel 𝑦 ranging between 0-1. The
constant 𝑧 is hardcoded at 2.5, and 𝑘 is a user defined constant for scaling needs
depending on the data range and magnitude of the input layers. For the application of
InVEST within this research, 𝑘 was kept constant at 0.1, which allows for variation in the
output data but does not saturate the entire result with degraded pixels which would
occur as 𝑘 approaches 1.
Although the honey bee does not actually use “habitat” in the same way a native
bee would, for example, this logic was used to describe the quality of the landscape in a
relative sense where wildflower resources were likely to occur (within grasslands and
wetlands). First, the InVEST model was used to describe conditions under spray applied
insecticides on three crops. The same pesticide layer was then used to understand the
effectiveness of introducing conservation land within apiary buffers in the year 2014 with
the Random vs. Strategic modeling. Finally, corn and soybean neonicotinoid models
were created to assess spatial patterns under scenarios also. These three model sets
were executed and assessed individually.
3.4.3 Modeling Degradation of Grassland Quality With InVEST
First modeled was landscape degradation from foliar applied insecticides to
natural land covers in 2006, 2010 and 2014 in North Dakota within 1.6km of each of the
13,477 apiaries using the 2014 apiary registration layer. The 2014 apiary buffer layer
was kept
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constant to allow for comparisons across years. In this framework, the resulting raster
layer output from InVEST contains continuous floating point values between 0-1
representing the quality and degradation of natural land cover pixels. The actual inputs
used were a baseline land cover raster map, layered threat rasters where each cell
contained a weighted value associated with a scaled application rate 𝐴𝑝#,%,&,' , a
designated maximum distance that the threat can travel, and how sensitive each land
cover is to degradation.
3.4.4 Threats from Foliar Spray
The relative threat of a foliar application to foraging honey bees depends on
multiple factors like the LD50 of the active ingredient and its application rate. Therefore,
calculated application rates were normalized to risk quotients using an equation from
BeeREX v.1.0 (EPA), a terrestrial model for assessing risk of pesticide applications on
individual foraging honey bees. For information on BeeREX, see
www.epa.gov/pollinator-protection/pollinator-risk-assessment-guidance. Oral and tactile
risk quotients (RQ) were calculated for each application rate 𝐴𝑝#,%,&,' using their LD50
gathered by Sanchez-Bayo and Goka (2014) (Table 4). The mean of the two RQs was
then compared to a level of concern (LOC) of 0.4 suggested by BeeREX. The values
given to corresponding cropland pixels on “threat layers” (causing degradation)
assigned to the InVEST model were assigned a value of either 1.0 (if > 0.4) or 0.75 (if >
0.1 and < 0.4) where higher values indicate more degradation. In cases of no threat, a
threat value of 0.0 was assigned. To account for all pesticides not modeled, a raster
layer with values of 0.5 was also applied to all cropland excluding those locations
intersecting organic farms. Table 5 below shows the number of times a CRD-crop42

pesticide was given the 0.75 and 1.0 value for CRDs in each threat raster. The pesticide
Cyfluthrin did not exceed the LOC in any CRDs or any years. Therefore, it was not
included in the foliar spray modeling. Figures 6-10 show the spatial distribution of threat
rasters for all years and pesticides included in the foliar spray model.
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Table 3. Example threats csv table for InVEST Habitat Quality input. Year is
2014. The same table was created for 2006 and 2010.

Table 2. Example sensitivity csv table for InVEST Habitat Quality input. Year is 2014. The same table was created for 2006 and
2010. HABITAT column represents initial habitat quality score.

Table 4. Spray applied risk quotients used as inputs for Bee-REX oral and
tactile RQ calculation.
Compound

LD50 Oral

LD50 Tactile

Chlorpyrifos

0.24

0.07

Esfenvalerate

0.21

0.03

Cyhalothrin-Lambda

0.97

0.05

Bifenthrin

0.2

0.01

Cyfluthrin

0.05

0.03

Table 5. Counts for the number of times each district level crop-compound-year pesticide combination was
within the 0.1-0.4 threshold and > 0.4 threshold.
YEAR
THREAT

CROP

PESTICIDE

0.75

Corn
Soy

Bifenthrin
Bifenthrin
Chlorpyrifos
Cyhalothrin-Lambda
Esfenvalerate
Chlorpyrifos
Cyhalothrin-Lambda
Total
Bifenthrin
Bifenthrin
Chlorpyrifos
Cyhalothrin-Lambda
Esfenvalerate
Chlorpyrifos
Total

Wheat

1.0

Corn
Soy

Wheat
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2006

2010

2014

0
0
0
2
2
0
0
4
0
0
4
3
5
3
15

1
0
1
1
0
2
0
5
0
0
7
4
4
4
19

4
5
0
3
2
0
2
16
2
1
9
1
1
8
22

Fig. 6. CRDS and spatial locations of threat rasters for BIFENTHRIN.

Fig. 7. CRDS and spatial locations of threat rasters for CYHALOTHRINLAMBDA.
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Fig. 8. CRDS and spatial locations of threat rasters for ESFENVALERATE.

Fig. 9. CRDS and spatial locations of threat rasters for CHLORPYRIFOS.
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Fig. 10. CRDS and spatial locations of threat rasters for constant applied threat of 0.5 to all
non-organic cropland pixels.

Each model was run with five threat layers (four pesticides and one constant layer) with
the naming scheme:
“YEAR_ESTIMATE_PESTICIDE”
Where ESTIMATE = low or high EPest estimate (only low was used); PESTICIDE = one
of four pesticides, and YEAR corresponds to 2006, 2010 or 2014. Actual threat rasters,
for example, “2006_low_CHLORPYRIFOS.tif” would be a 32-bit floating point raster
tagged image file format with the extent of North Dakota, WGS 84 UTM 14N projection,
that has pixel values of either 0.0, 0.5, 0.75, or 1.0. Creating these rasters required a
programmatic approach because the values applied to corn, soybean and wheat pixels
changed by year, pesticide, and CRD. A python script was written that would extract all
pixels using GDAL v.2.24 in a given year/CRD CDL, convert that to a numpy array
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(NumPy 1.14.5), reclassify values associated to corn, soybeans and wheat from a
dictionary storing the new threat value for all unique values for each year-estimate-croppesticide-district combination. If the value was not reported by EPest, the value of 0.0
would be stored in the dictionary and be given to the reclassified raster. This was
performed on all years and all pesticides. Spatially, this created individual rasters the
size of each CRD. Each of nine CRD rasters were then merged together with a GDAL
Merge script. The constant layer had values of 0.5 on all cropland. This process created
four pesticide layers and one constant layer for each year (2006, 2010 and 2014).
InVEST also has a distance parameter representing the distance at which threats
will impact neighboring pixels. For this research, a threat represents pesticides that
foraging bees may be exposed to as they forage within 1.6km of their colony. A
maximum distance of 2 pixels, or 60 meters (table 2) was decided on, which was
roughly configured from EPA’s AgDRIFT model (Teske et al., 2002). According to their
distance decay function for the default fine-to-medium deposition of aerially released
spray material, at 60m, 95% of the application rate would be deposited exponentially
(Fig. 11). Using InVEST’s “exponential” decay option, threats are actually traveling up to
4-5 pixels, but the majority of degradation occurs on the first two pixels moving away
from the threat.
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Fig. 11. Example degradation function of pesticide spray with fine to medium size droplets according to
AgDrift model (EPA).

3.4.5 Measuring Model Outputs
For each output raster map, all pixel values were extracted from each 1.6km
buffered apiary site in 2014. Two measurements ranging from 0 to 1 were calculated
for each apiary site: Grassland Quality (GQ), and Degradation. The GQ calculation
for one site was as follows:

j

𝐺𝑄e =

∑hPQ(𝐼he ∗ 𝐺𝑄h )
9018
(2.1)

The mean GQ for all sites was calculated with:
𝐺𝑄 = (

∑nePQ 𝐺𝑄e
)
𝑆
(2.2)
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𝐼he = 1 𝑖𝑓 𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙 𝑝 𝑖𝑠 𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑒 𝑠; 0, 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
where 𝑠 = 1, … , 𝑆 is a registered apiary site, 𝐺𝑄h is grassland quality ratio for pixel 𝑝 with
𝑝 = 1, … , 𝑃, 9018 is the maximum number of grassland pixels surrounding a site with a
radius of 1609m and 30m pixel size, and 𝐼h, is a binary index of association between
pixel 𝑝 and site 𝑠. This GQ ratio including the maximum potential value (where
9018/9018 pixels =1 would be a perfect score) allows for a normalized valuation of the
quality of an apiary site considering both the quantity of natural cover pixels and their
degradation caused by threats from adjacent cropland and insecticides used therein. It
is important to note that pixels on the border of the state will be biased with lower quality
scores if buffers extend past the state border. Equation 2.1 was used to visualize GQ
spatially for each apiary from 2006 to 2014, then report the mean with equation 2.2
where lower GQ values represent an overall lower quality across the state.
The Degradation measurement captures pixel value changes strictly due to the
addition of pesticides threats and is calculated using the following:

𝑃

𝐷𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛e = ∑

𝑆
𝑠=1

𝑃

)∑𝑝=1(𝐼𝑝𝑠 ∗ 𝐿𝑝𝑠 )5−y∑𝑝=1(𝐼𝑝𝑠 ∗𝐺𝑄 )z
𝑝

𝑃
y∑𝑝=1(𝐼𝑝𝑠 ∗𝐿 )z
𝑝𝑠

(3.1)

The mean Degradation for all sites was calculated with:
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𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝐷𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =

∑•
~34 |=}89&9'#:,~
n

(3.2)

𝐼he = 1 𝑖𝑓 𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙 𝑝 𝑖𝑠 𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑒 𝑠; 0, 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒; 𝑎𝑛𝑑
𝐿he = 1 𝑖𝑓 𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙 𝑝 ℎ𝑎𝑠 𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑒 𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 1; 0, 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
where 𝐿he values are assigned as 1 if CDL classification is natural land cover. The
difference between equation 2 (GQ) and equation 3 (Degradation) is the former includes
both pesticide impact and the quantity of available natural land cover, while the latter
highlights the impact of pesticides based on the existing quantity of natural lands.
3.4.6 Strategic Placement of CRP
To reduce the degradation of honey bee habitat, increases in CRP area was
increased by 11% (40,500 ha)(100,000 ac), 23% (81,000 ha)(200,000 ac) and 35%
(120,000 ha)(300,000 ac) within 1.6km of registered apiary sites on the 2014 baseline
landscape. The percent increases are based on the 346,000 ha of CRP already within
1.6km of apiary sites in 2014. The 2006 CRP layer was used as a reference for the
potential spatial locations of adding CRP acres in two ways: 1) “random distribution
scenario” where non-CRP land parcels (that were CRP in 2006 but not 2014) were
randomly converted to CRP within the apiary buffer; and 2) “strategic distribution
scenario” where land parcels that were associated with higher numbers of apiaries were
prioritized for conversion to CRP. The InVEST model then calculated outputs with
pesticide threat layers matching the 2014 layer described above. The results were then
compared using equation 2.1 and 2.2 to measure the difference between the baseline
and scenarios to assess the effectiveness of each conservation strategy. This
comparison between
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conservation schemes will be useful for understanding the landscape level addition of
CRP while also taking advantage of the pesticide threat model. The aim of these
conservation related exercises is to look at the large scale addition across the state of
North Dakota and measure benefits for all apiaries as a population.
3.4.7 Creating Raster Layers for Scenario Comparison
To discern where CRP could to be added, the 2006 CRP layer was used as a
surrogate, logically assuming these lands already had the soil type, landowner and
geographical context likely to enroll in the program. To make the baseline land cover
maps which required newly converted CRP pixels, first the 2014 CRP layer was
subtracted from the 2006 CRP layer (both shapefiles), returning polygons that were
enrolled in 2006, but were not enrolled in 2014. This was the “available-to-fill” CRP
polygon layer. CRP polygons were then “filled” or converted on quarter-section bases.
Conservation Reserve Program land intersecting each quarter-section were grouped
together, and if selected, were reclassified to CRP. For the random distribution model,
the CRP polygons to fill in each quarter-section (that also intersect an apiary buffer)
were randomly chosen to be converted to CRP, then based on the number of acres in
that polygon, the filling of quarter-sections stopped once the cap was met. The strategic
scenario differed in how quarter sections were chosen. Quarter sections were ranked
based on the area of pixels intersecting more than one apiary site. Using the buffered
apiary layer, this was done by using a toolbox available for ArcMap called “Count
Overlapping Polygons” that counts intersecting shapefiles and creates a new raster
layer where each cell represents the number of buffers intersecting that pixel. For each
quarter-section, all CRP polygons in that quarter-section were used to extract the output
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pixels of the Count Overlapping Polygons tool. The sum of all pixel values for each
quarter-section was used to rank quarter-sections, then filled them until the cap was
met. This ensured non-CRP quarter-sections that intersected many apiary buffers were
prioritized for CRP conversion. All raster cell sizes were 30x30m matching the CDL
inputs. To make the threat rasters for the scenario modeling, the same framework
described above in 2.3 was applied but with adjusted baseline rasters accounting for the
newly assigned CRP.
3.5.1 Threats from Seed Treatment
To measure the impact of corn planter dust from seed treated corn, two
neonicotinoid scenarios were designed: 1) “pre-corn planting”, which assumes colonies
are present on the landscape while corn is planted (early May); and 2) “post-corn
planting”, which assumes colonies are not deployed until the threat of corn planter dust
is over. The output raster layers of these two scenarios were differenced and the result
was used to visualize where the additional threat from corn-planter dust may impact
apiaries. For the “pre-corn planting” model, threat pixel values of 1.0 and an exponential
decay of 120m to 90% of corn growers in North Dakota was applied. The 90% value
was derived from Douglas and Tooker (2015), who estimated that 79-100% of corn
growers in 2011 were using a seed treatment. For the distance parameter of 120m,
Krupke et al. (2017) found that dust from corn planting was traveling at least 100m in all
directions from the corn field, and Mogren and Lundgren (2016) found wildflowers next
to organic fields up to 140m from the closest neonicotinoid treated field. The “post-corn
planting” assumes half the threat of “pre-corn planting” both in distance and intensity. A
threat raster with values of 0.5 and a decay of 60m was applied to the landscape.
Although in the study
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region only a small percentage of colonies are present in April/early May when corn is
planted, it is an important part of the season for bees to take advantage of the early
blooming shrubs/woodlands.
To study the impact of neonicotinoid seed treatment of soybeans, scenarios were
designed where a random 40% (current) and random 90% (expansion) of soybean
growers received a threat from seed treatment with a threat value of 0.5 and 60m
decay. The expansion scenario is meant to describe the additional potential threat if
soybean growers adopted neonicotinoid seed treatments similar to corn. These
assumptions are consistent with previous findings that soybean seed treatment rates
average around 51% across 14 states accounting for 90% of US soybean production
(Hurley and Mitchell 2016). In North Dakota specifically, one paper predicts the percent
of growers using seed-treated soybeans was 46.3%. Equation 2.1 and 2.2 were
adopted to extract model output scores from both output rasters.
3.5.2 Creating Raster Layers for Neonicotinoid Threats
To assign a seed-treatment threat to 90% of corn growers, a shapefle of all
quarter-sections in North Dakota was used to extract the count of corn pixels within
each quarter-section. If the quarter-section had >50% corn pixels, the quarter-section
was placed into a list of all corn growers. A random selection of 90% of corn pixels in
those quarter-sections was to be assigned a seed treatment. The same logic was used
to make the soybean layers, but soybeans were distributed to 40% and 90% of growers
(or soybean majority quarter sections) for the expanding soybean model.
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3.6.1 Map Visualizations of Apiary Sites
Where noted, maps were created using the kriging geostatistical tool in ArcGIS’s
ArcMap v.10.4, which is tool used for generating a raster surface estimated from a
collection of points where each point has an associated attribute value. To visualize
continuous raster maps from all apiary points, either the GQ or Degradation metrics
associated with that apiary were used to create the interpolated visualization only in
regions where apiaries were present. For more details on the kriging method, see the
review by Oliver and Webster (1990).
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS

4.1 Land Cover Changes Surrounding Apiaries
The areas of land covers inside and outside the 1.6km apiary buffer were
reported by summing the area of grouped pixels from the following land covers: corn,
soybeans, wheat, other crops, and natural covers, which includes CRP, grassland,
wetland, and forest (Table 6). From 2006-2014, the results indicate a near doubling of
the area of corn and soybeans (+133.7% and +79.5%) within 1.6km of registered apiary
locations in ND (Table 6). All other crops, wheat, and natural covers categories
decreased (-11.9%, -21.2%, -4.2%). The difference between inside and outside the
buffer was most noticeable for corn, soybeans and natural covers than for other crops
and wheat (Table 6). When comparing the area inside and outside the buffer for corn,
soybeans and natural covers, percent change inside the buffer was roughly twice that of
outside the buffer. The natural covers category was overwhelmingly the most common
land cover
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within the buffer. For example in 2006, natural covers accounted for 58% of the area
inside the buffer, followed by wheat (26%), other crops (13%), soybeans (7%) and corn
(2%). Because natural covers already represent a very large area of land, the percent
change from 2006-2014 of -4.2% is actually more significant than at first glance. This
change from 2006-2014 translates to a 150,000ha loss of natural land covers within the
1.6km buffer, and an additional 204,000 and 356,000ha of corn and soybean,
respectively.

Table 6. The area (ha) of five land cover classes reported inside (“In Buffer”) and outside (“Out Buffer”) a
1.6km apiary buffer. Pixels were counted once in areas with buffer overlap. “Natural Covers” includes
grassland, CRP, wetland and forest.

Area, ha * 103
2006

2010

2014

Land Cover

In Buffer

Out Buffer

In Buffer

Out Buffer

In Buffer

Out Buffer

Corn

152

421

203

534

356

Soybeans

459

1176

473

1180

Wheat

1610

2471

1374

Other Crops

791

1163

Natural Covers*

3626

5030

% Change 2006-2014
In Buffer

Out Buffer

703

+133.70%

+67.00%

824

1662

+79.30%

+41.30%

2079

1269

1894

-21.20%

-23.30%

753

1096

696

998

-11.90%

-14.20%

3843

5386

3476

4968

-4.20%

-1.20%

4.2 Apiary Registration and Natural Covers
Whereas the perennial grasslands and natural covers had decreased, the
number of apiary sites increased from 10,344 to 13,477 over the nine years. On
average, there were 41.3 fewer hectares of natural covers within the buffer per
registered apiary in 2014 than 2006. This change implies that beekeepers were
registering more apiary sites surrounded by fewer natural land cover hectares most
prominently in eastern
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Fig. 12. For each agricultural district, each value represents the change in natural cover hectares per
apiary in that district from 2006 to 2014.

districts (Fig. 12). The most extreme changes occurred in the north-central and
northeast districts which lost on average 68.9 and 74.8 ha per apiary, respectively.
4.3 Mass of Pesticide Use Applied Within Apiary Buffers
The total mass of eight insecticides applied to cropland within 1.6km of
registered apiaries was estimated from 2001 to 2015 (Fig. 13). Except Esfenvalerate,
all pyrethroids, neonicotinoids, and one organophosphate showed increasing trends
over the study period (Fig. 13). Bifenthrin use was abnormally high in 2015 compared
with earlier years, which multiplied by a factor of eight from 1100kg (2014) to 8129kg
(2015). This occurred when EPest reported 26,647kg of Bifenthrin used on soybeans in
North Dakota in 2015, which was a sharp increase (+1249 %) from the previous year at
only 1975kg (EPest, USGS Low estimates, 2014-2015). Neonicotinoid use, which was
commercially introduced in the mid and later 1990’s, was much more common in the
latter half of the study period. From 2009 to 2014, both Imidacloprid and Thiamethoxam
use increased more than twofold, while Clothianidin increased more than threefold
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almost exclusively occurring on corn (Figs. 13-14). Esfenvalerate was the only pesticide
that showed signs of decreasing in use after peaking in the mid-2000s (Fig. 13). The
mean proportion applied to each crop was reported in Fig. 14. On average, 64% of
Esfenvalerate was used on soybeans, with only 9% on wheat and 27% on corn (Fig.
14). Chlorpyrifos, Cyhalothin-Lambda, and Cyfluthrin showed similar trends with
soybeans and wheat receiving majority of the application (Fig. 14). This is because on
average, wheat and soybeans accounted for 85% of the area used to calculate
pesticide total use.
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Fig 13. Annual sums (kg) of each insecticide using E-Pest Low estimates on corn, soybeans and wheat applied
within 1.6km buffer of apiary sites. P = Pyrethroid; O = Organophosphate; N = Neonicotinoid. Apiaries constant
at 2014 layer. Neonicotinoid seed treatment estimates unavailable in 2015.

Fig. 14. Over the 15 year period, the mean amount (kg) used on each crop within apiary
buffers and the percent ratio for each crop-pesticide is reported.
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4.4 Model Outputs of Foliar Spray Model
Grassland Quality (GQ) measures the overall quality of an apiary site considering
both the amount of natural covers available and the degree to which they were degraded
by the additional threat layers applied to InVEST. Reporting the results for the Foliar
Spray Model outputs, the mean GQ for all sites, ranging from 0.0 to 1.0, increased from
0.485 (95% CI ± 0.0041) in 2006 to 0.501 (95% CI ± 0.0042) in 2010, a 3.3% increase.
GQ then dropped to 0.428 (95% CI ± 0.0043) in 2014, a change of -11.75% from 2006
(Fig. 15A). To visualize the change from 2006-2014, the GQ output value for each apiary
in 2014 was subtracted from the 2006 GQ apiary output score (Fig. 16A), so red areas
indicate where the GQ around apiaries changed most. Fig. 16A shows dark blue colors
to represent apiary sites that improved in quality, such as west of the Missouri River and
along the northcentral border. Both of these improvements represent regions where
wheat, sunflower and barley flipped to herbaceous wetland and grass/pasture on the
CDL. To provide an example where apiaries experienced the greatest GQ decreases, a
subset of Stutsman County, North Dakota was explored in detail (Fig. 16 B-C). Within
this subset, multiple sections of land were represented by high habitat quality scores in
2006 (Fig. 16C), but were majority cropland by 2014 (Fig. 16B). According to the CDL,

A

B
Fig. 15. A) Mean grassland
quality by year for all
apiary sites and B) Mean
degradation by year for all
apiary sites. Upper and
lower bars represent 95%
confidence intervals.
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these pixels transitioned from natural covers in 2006 to soybeans in 2014 (Fig. 16B).
This region is sensitive to land-use change because it hosts a high density of apiaries
(Fig. 2). InVEST outputs from selected apiary sites in 2006, 2010 and 2014 were also
visualized within 1.6km buffers in 2006, 2010 and 2014. Two apiaries in SE North
Dakota were chosen based on the relatively high land-use change that occurred within
their buffers (Fig. 17). By visualizing degraded pixels and changing land-use across
years, it is possible to observe how increasing cropland could increase the length of the
border where cropland meets grasslands, which translates to more grassland pixels
receiving lower scores in InVEST.
The Degradation Score was then used to isolate the pesticide impact from landuse changes within InVEST. Mean Degradation for all sites ranging from 0.0 to 1.0
where 1.0 is the highest degradation and most threatening was highest in 2014 with a
mean of 0.19 (95% CI ± 0.002), which is a 95.3% increase from 2006 (mean = 0.0973
(95% CI ± 0.003))(Fig 15B). Degradation of natural covers from foliar applied pesticides
moved westward from mostly impacting eastern counties in 2006 to widespread use
around eastern and central counties east of the Missouri River by 2014 (Fig. 18). Similar
to Fig. 16, central-eastern counties that experienced the most relative changes in
grassland quality were also exposed to relatively higher Degradation ratios. A higher
Degradation ratio signifies that a greater proportion of habitat pixels were within close
proximity to where pesticides were applied, and therefore, received lower scores.
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Fig. 16 A) The difference between GQ for apiaries in 2006 to 2014. Color scale represents
range in changing quality. Areas in red show where quality and quantity of the landscape
decreased most. Blue regions represent improvements. B) Subset in Stutsman County, ND,
showing 2006 and 2014 CDL classification of land covers used in the model. C) Outputs
from InVEST Habitat Quality in 2006 and 2014. Color bar shows continuous scores where 1
= highest quality and 0= lowest quality. Values in between represent where pixels were
degraded from pesticide use. Image extent is same for 6B and 6C in both years.
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A)

Land-use Change Example: Apiary 8341

Fig. 17. (A) One apiary buffer that experienced high land-use
change from 2006 to 2014. (B) Apiary 2834 that was
continuously experiencing the highest degradation scores
because of the high amount of natural covers pixels and
cropland receiving pesticide threats.

High Degradation Example: Apiary 2834

B)
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Overall, the foliar threat model suggests the most relative decreases in GQ and
increases in Degradation occurred east of the Missouri River in eastern and
southeastern counties. This agrees with work by Otto et al. (2015) who found counties
east of the Missouri River, and specifically some in SE North Dakota, experienced the
greatest decrease in grassland and greatest increase in cropland. However, Figs. 6, 7
and 9 visualized the increasing spatial use patterns of Bifenthrin, Cylahothrin-Lambda,
and Chlorpyrifos where soybean and wheat pixels in those districts received higher
levels of applications. These trends collectively are responsible for some of the
increased pesticide threat variation from 2006-2014.

Fig. 18. Annual degradation calculated from InVEST model output. Color scheme shows regions where apiaries were
impacted by foliar pesticide threat layers. Regions in red pixels show where apiaries were most impacted or had
highest degradation. Dark grey regions experienced >0 and <0.1 degradation values. Light grey regions did not have
any registered apiaries.

4.5 CRP Strategic vs. Random Scenarios
In 2014 there were 346,055 ha (855,121 ac) of CRP within 1.6km of apiary sites.
To attempt to improve the quality of GQ scores within those apiary buffers, a strategic
scenario was created that targets the conversion of CRP fields where multiple apiary
buffers overlap. The results were compared with a random scenario while still focusing
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on apiary buffers, but not considering the density or overlap factor. Based on the current
346,055 ha, the following quantities were used to measure overall benefits to sites: 11%
increase (40,500 ha)(100,000 acres), 23% increase (81,000 ha)(200,000 acres), and
35% increase (120,000 ha)(300,000 acres). GQ scores were compared between the
baseline 2014 and six scenarios of adding CRP. As expected, the model with the most
benefit was the Strategic 35% increase (Fig. 19A). Compared to the 2014 baseline,
Strategic 35% increased the mean GQ from 0.432 ± 0.004 to 0.45 ± 0.004 (95% CI ±),
an improvement of 4.17%. Most interestingly, the Strategic 23% model (mean difference
= 0.0135 95% CI ± 0.004) outperformed the Random 35% model (mean difference =
0.012 95% CI ± 0.004), suggesting that if the conservation strategy is to enhance the
landscape for as many apiaries as possible, an approach targeting apiary density
performs better than randomly adding CRP within buffers. Fig. 19B illustrates the spatial
difference between Random 35% and Strategic 35%, where blue regions show benefits
from the Strategic model, and red areas the Random model. The Strategic model
A

B

Fig. 19. A) The 2014 baseline was subtracted for each scenario output and means are plotted with 95%
confidence intervals. B) The difference between the relative benefits of the Strategic 35% scenario and
Random 35% scenario. The difference between grassland quality of each scenario and baseline 2014 was
calculated, then the difference of those results is plotted. Blue positive values represent areas where apiaries
benefited from the Strategic 35% scenario, and red represent where the Random 35% scenario benefitted.
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tended to outperform the Random model in central North Dakota where apiary density
was highest (Fig. 19B). The Random model was more effective for smaller groups of
apiaries in the eastern Red River Valley and southeastern ND (Fig. 19B).
4.6 Neonicotinoid Threats
The potential threats to apiaries from neonicotinoids under corn and soybean
scenarios are visualized in Fig. 20A-B, where for each apiary the difference in GQ
between the baseline and scenario was plotted for apiaries. Fig. 20A shows the
difference between during and after corn planting season, where orange-red areas
represent where natural land coves surrounding apiary sites were most impacted by the
additional corn planting scenario. As expected, southeastern counties east of the
Missouri River had the highest relative risk (Fig. 20A). Though fewer apiaries were
degraded west of the river, the general risk appears to be greater in the southern half of
the state where corn is more likely to be grown.
The drilling dust created from corn planting, however, does not occur when
planting soybeans. Therefore, a reasonable threat in North Dakota is the expansion of
soybean growers using seed treatments. The relative difference of current (40% of
growers receive seed treatment threat) and expansion (90% of growers receive seed
treatment threat) scenarios was compared by calculating the GQ for each apiary, then
plotting the difference between them (Fig. 20B). Here, using the same scale as Fig.
20A, Fig. 20B illustrates where apiaries would be most degraded due to the soybean
expansion scenario. It appears that the soybean results represent a more continuous
threat to the majority of apiaries east of the Missouri River mainly because soybean
plantings outnumber corn by more than 2:1 (Table 6). There were 468,000 more
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soybean hectares than corn hectares in 2014 (Table 6), so these maps represent a
higher acute threat from corn, but an overall regional effect for soybeans, where both
are concentrated in the south east.

Fig. 20. A) On the 2014 landscape, we illustrate where apiaries are exposed to higher relative threats from
corn planting dust by comparing the difference in GQ before and after scenarios. Regions in red show
greatest threat from the scenario. B) Relative potential impact under a scenario of increased neonicotinoid
use on soybeans. Both maps share same color scale where red areas represent greatest potential threat.
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CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION

5. Discussion
The outcome from this study reveals two fundamental changes in regions of the
North Dakota landscape occupied by about 300 beekeepers who manage over 13,000
registered apiary sites. First, the total use of eight insecticides on the top three crops
has increased since the early 2000s. Second, pollinator habitat, which includes
grassland, wetland, and forest area, decreased surrounding registered apiaries with a
1.6km radius from 2006 to 2014. Land-use change within apiary buffers has already
been reported in the literature (Otto et al., 2016; Otto et al., 2018), but increases in
pesticide estimates and resulting changes in quality of bee habitat around apiary sites
have not. Individually, each crop-insecticide application along with grassland area
decreases could affect apiary site quality at different intensities. Because pesticide
threats are dynamic in time and space and are also highly diverse when considering the
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combinations of crop types and active ingredients, this study integrated spatio-temporal
pesticide use estimates to quantify their collective threats surrounding registered apiary
sites. With the InVEST ecosystem service modeling framework, the GQ and
Degradation scores were calculated to specifically quantify the compounding effect of
these pesticide applications on honey bee habitat, mainly grassland quality. The results
of pesticide modeling further support the benefits of the CRP program which provides
large parcels of grassland where minimal pesticide exposure occurs. To improve CRP
placement strategies designed for apiary benefits, I explored the effectiveness of
scenarios that reinforce and relocate additional CRP grasslands within the 1.6km apiary
buffers. By comparing the results from the two scenarios, the study found that a
strategic placement could be more economical than random by directing efforts on land
parcels where multiple apiary buffers intersect their boundaries. The spatial structure of
these data also allowed for the creation and manipulation of other insecticide layers
such as the neonicotinoids and their use on main crops, corn and soybeans. The results
of these models identify the extent to which beekeepers may be forced to delay colony
deployment due to dust from corn planting. For soybeans, the study utilized a potential
future scenario where seed treatment on soybeans paralleled that of corn, and learned
that the dual threats from neonicotinoids on corn and soybeans generally overlap in
southeastern counties of North Dakota. These results are consistent with previous
findings that land-use change, and now pesticide use on corn, soybeans, and wheat,
have played impactful roles concerning the deterioration of the landscape for supporting
honey bee colonies. The results from this spatial analysis support the idea that not all
apiaries are exposed to equal levels of risk due to agricultural simplification and
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intensification. The spatial context serves as a tool for policy makers interested in
adjusting and tuning conservation resources for beekeepers and pollinators at
landscape and field levels.
5.1 Pesticide Total Use
Pesticide total use increases represent one of multiple threats observed around
North Dakota apiaries during the study period. As expected, the neonicotinoid total use
results align with those from Douglas and Tooker (2015), who found increasing trends
of insecticide seed treatments on main crop types from 1994 to 2011. While some have
argued that neonicotinoids would replace more harmful and traditional insecticides
during their expansion in the 1990s and 2000s (Dewar, 2017), these results suggest
that traditional foliar applied insecticides from the organophosphates (Chlorpyrifos) and
pyrethroids (Cyhalothrin-Lambda and Bifenthrin) increased in total use surrounding
apiaries regardless of the expansion of neonicotinoids.
To discuss pesticide total use, it is reasonable to report the crop hectares and
application rates used for calculating those estimations. Reported below are the total
crop hectares intersecting the apiary buffers in each year (Fig. 21). From 2001 to 2015,
both corn and soybeans increased more than fourfold, but wheat was relatively constant
throughout the period (Fig. 21), so the increases in corn and soybeans are partly
responsible for total use increases, but the degree will change by pesticide. Also
reported below are median application rates for EPest-low estimates for eight
insecticides used for total use calculations (Fig. 22). Chlorpyrifos and CyhalothrinLambda were higher in the second half of the study period, and since they were mostly
used on soybeans, this could explain why these two specifically had the most drastic
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total use increases (Fig. 22). Clothianidin represents a unique case because it is the
only pesticide primarily used on corn. Therefore, both corn area increases (Fig. 21) and
increases in application rates (Fig. 22) led to severe increases. Also important to note is
the high variation observed even in widely used insecticides like Chlorpyrifos and
Cyhalothrin-Lambda. In the year 2009, median application rates for Chlorpyrifos and
Cyhalothrin-Lambda were higher than in all other years (Fig. 22). Changes in
application rates could represent several different factors. For one, application rates are
regional, so the number of users will influence the median application rates applied to
the total use calculations. Secondly, increasing pest pressure due to variations in
climate, regional pest infestations, crops grown, land owner preferences, and
economics could influence the rate at which pesticides are applied (Sexton et al., 2007).
Nonetheless, the consideration of a prospective conservation policy aiming to
discourage chemical use around apiaries by regulating application rates would surely
mitigate the threats from pesticides; however, to ensure the total use is actually
reduced, the area of cropland must also be taken into consideration.
Other than observing increases in cropland and regional application rates, there
are other factors that may contribute to the increases in insecticide total use. Impacts
from agricultural intensification and pest pressure on soybeans could also influence the
amount of pesticides applied. During the study window, the North Dakota landscape
became more simplified as conservation land covers including grasslands and wetlands
along with specialty crops transitioned to corn and soybeans (Otto et al., 2016, Otto et
al., 2018). Also, acting as potentially the most devastating threat to soybean crops in the
US, the soybean aphid dispersed across 22 states in the 2000s while arriving in eastern
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North Dakota in 2001 and 2002 (Tilmon et al., 2011; Venette and Ragsdale, 2004). The
newer neonicotinoid seed treatments on soybeans are ineffective for controlling aphids
because of the time delay between early-season seed treatment applications compared
with aphid abundance later in the growing season (EPA, 2014). Therefore, controlling
soybean aphids would depend on other foliar spray methods such as Chlorpyrifos or
Bifenthrin, or even foliar applied neonicotinoids, all of which are approved for aphid
management. Also, the combination of pest pressure and landscape composition have
been used to explain spatial pesticide use patterns in the literature. For example, the
correlation between simplified landscapes and reduction in natural pest control has
been well documented (Veres, et al., 2013; Rusch et al., 2016). In counties with higher
insecticide use, Meehan et al. (2011) observed correlations with both increased
cropland and higher reports of soybean aphids. Even though Larsen (2013) argued that
this link is logical, yet inconsistent, it supports the idea that grasslands hosting natural
pest predators could decrease pesticide costs for farmers. Stressors such as overall
increases in cropland, simplified agricultural landscape composition, and pest
abundance, could explain some of the variation in pesticide total use.
The estimates of total pesticide use reported in this study should be seen as
conservative for two reasons: total use calculations included EPest-low estimates which
only count pesticide use in counties when reported in surveys, and secondly, only three
major crops were considered in total use calculation. Conversely, it is possible that the
area of land used by beekeepers was slightly overestimated because not all registered
sites are occupied in a given year. Therefore, these results provide a straightforward
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and relatively accurate measure of potential risk exposure on the landscape perceived as
valuable to beekeepers based on the current available data.
5.2 Apiary Site Dynamics and Available Habitat Within Buffers
The cropland increases and grassland decreases reported in Table 6 observed within
apiary buffers from 2006-2014 were consistent with Otto et al. (2016) who associated land
cover area surrounding apiary locations with sites registered by beekeepers. They reported
differences at the individual apiary level, and identified that landscape composition and the
coverage of grasslands was one of the driving factors of beekeeper site selection. To validate if
land-use changes were occurring homogeneously across the state, the changes inside and
outside the apiary buffer were compared. Higher biofuel production inside the buffer may
suggest that land outside the buffer was already committed to intense agricultural production. In
order for biofuel crops to increase, natural covers including conservation grasslands used by
beekeepers (inside the buffer) were vulnerable to conversion. This notion is supported by Lark
et al (2015) and Johnston (2013) who reported that grasslands and wetlands were the primary
source of cropland conversion in North Dakota east of the Missouri River during the study
period.
Another aim was to capture threats such as how more apiaries were registered in
regions with fewer available resources by incorporating spatial changes in the annual apiary
registration layer. The updated apiary buffer reflects steady annual increases in apiary
registration (Fig. 1), a crucial part of the story that echoes the increasing dependency placed on
North Dakota for its floral resources. Even though the area of natural covers for each apiary
decreased in 8/9 districts (Fig. 12), the major grassland decreases in the north and
northeastern districts were somewhat surprising. One explanation for this observation could be
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Fig. 21. Area (ha) of CDL pixels intersecting apiary sites. These values were used to calculate
pesticide total use within the apiary buffer. The 1.6km radius apiary buffer was held constant so
only apiary registered in the year 2014 are included.

Fig. 22. Boxplots showing median application rates (kg/ha) for each insecticide observed. Absent years
reflect gaps in data or zero application. Each point represents a pesticide-crop-district application rate. All
values derived from E-Pest Low estimates.
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that beekeepers were targeting other land covers such as canola in northern districts,
which are not considered as natural covers in these models. This observation indicates
that apiaries in northern districts could be at greater risk by relying on mass flowering beefriendly crops and few natural land covers to support bee forage in early and late season
shortages. Also, the idea that beekeepers were forced to operate in potentially lower
quality sites due to land-use change calls for urgent actions in protecting natural and high
quality forage habitat through policy.
5.3 InVEST GQ and Degradation
To quantify the pesticide risk surrounding apiary sites, the Foliar Spray Model was
used to evaluate the joint effects of changing pesticide spatial patterns over time. Sharp
GQ decreases surrounding apiaries in the SE counties were likely caused by loss of
habitats due to the recent conversion of CRP, grasslands, or wetlands. Furthermore,
increased Degradation was due to expanding spatial use of pesticides at higher levels.
Apiaries with low Degradation may be either surrounded by specialty crops and other land
cover classifications, or they may contain larger swaths of grassland with fewer adjacent
cropland pixels receiving pesticide threats. Chlorpyrifos use contributed significantly to the
Foliar Spray model as the most degrading pesticide on both soybeans and wheat in 2006,
2010 and 2014. Because soybean and wheat pixels were much more common than corn,
the only threatening application on corn from Bifenthrin was not nearly as significant as
Chlorpyrifos.
Ultimately, the transformation of the landscape from 2006 to 2014 created an
environment where an increased area of cropland was more likely to receive threatening
pesticide applications. This trend was a byproduct of changes in landscape
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composition that created more borders, or interactions, between natural land covers and
cropland, leading to increased degradation or exposure on cropland edges. Therefore,
larger swaths of natural land covers or protected land provide dual roles as bee forage,
but also locations where no pesticides may reach.
5.4 CRP Distribution Scenarios
Two policy scenarios were designed to counter land-use related threats
impacting apiary site quality with the year 2014 as a baseline. The area of North Dakota
is 18.3 million ha, and with a 1.6km buffer around all apiary sites, this includes an area
roughly 39% of the state (7.2 million ha). Any scenario with the goal of increasing
conservation land inside this area would benefit general apiary site quality, but as more
sites are registered surrounding limited resources, prioritizing natural habitat conversion
for multiple apiaries becomes rational. In contrast to a random distribution of CRP, the
strategic scenario aimed to provide honey bee forage resources by using apiary density
as a guide for distributing CRP area. This approach was chosen because the results
from the foliar spray model revealed the most extreme GQ decreases occurred where
large CRP fields intersected several apiary buffers and were also converted to cropland.
In other words, conversion of those CRP lands carried a heavier weight than if the same
amount of CRP was converted only around one apiary site. This is because multiple
registered apiaries could also signify that several beekeepers operate in that region, or
that it is easily accessible for larger scale commercial operations. The task of where to
provide additional floral resources is unique in North Dakota because beekeeping
operations are abundant and beekeepers may be targeting different land covers other
than grassland. If the conservation goal is to expand CRP for the commercial
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beekeeping industry, the work described above provides an original and more precise
alternative to randomly placing large amounts of CRP within apiary buffers.
5.5 Neonicotinoid Spatial Threats
The debate surrounding the use of neonicotinoid insecticides as prophylactic
uses on common crop types has led to policy measures and regulations restricting their
use at large scales in Europe and Ontario, Canada (Dewar, 2017). Scientists and policy
makers in some countries have concluded that neonicotinoids pose significant threats to
honey bees, other pollinators, and wildlife in general (Carreck, 2017). Interestingly,
there are many unknown variables linking neonicotinoids and honey bee health and
colony performance (Pilling et al., 2013). At field realistic concentrations, toxic levels of
neonicotinoids have been observed in both targeted and non-targeted nectar and pollen
of flowering plants (Krupke et al., 2012; Botias et al., 2017). However, the direct linkage
between neonicotinoid residues in colonies and increased winter mortality has not been
identified in the literature (Cutler et al., 2007; Cutler et al., 2014). Some argued the
primary threat from neonicotinoids stems from corn planting and debris dust shown to
drift over 100m from fields in all directions (Krupke et al., 2017). Studies have shown
that concentrations of neonicotinoids from dust clouds contain lethal doses to foraging
honey bees (Krupke et al., 2017). Others have noted how wildflowers used as honey
bee forage can also be a source of contamination from uptake of the systemic
insecticides through soil and water (Botias et al., 2017). Though neonicotinoids are
applied on over 100 different crop types today, this thesis presents a modeling
framework to discuss neonicotinoid use and expansion on corn and soybeans in North
Dakota.
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The threat from corn planting suggests that beekeepers should navigate the
deployment of apiaries during this time if operating in regions surrounded by corn. As
corn hectares have increased in recent years within close proximity to apiaries, this
threat has become more alarming. The spatial results mirror those from the foliar spray
model outputs (Fig. 20A). Furthermore, focusing on the quality of available habitat
surrounding apiary sites, the model also captured where those natural covers are at risk
to planter dust through seed treatment. So, for apiaries in the south east which are
operating in corn dominated regions and also contain fewer grasslands and wetlands,
those foraging bees are subjected to greater risk. Maps such as Fig. 20A could be
useful for commercial beekeepers who maintain several hundred colonies at multiple
apiary sites to avoid potential risk when deploying their bees near early blooming woody
plants.
The greatest potential threat from neonicotinoid use on soybeans may be the
spatial expansion of their use. In other words, the number of soybean growers vastly
outnumbers those of corn in North Dakota, so if neonicotinoid seed treatment became
customary, such as with corn, an extensive coverage of the landscape would receive
this early season systemic pesticide treatment. This effect is depicted in Fig. 20A-B
which compare the threats from corn planting and soybean expansion. It may be
reasonable to assume that the threat from corn planting is more severe at one instance
in time, but scientists know much less about widespread neonicotinoid use and what
that may do to entire insect communities. Fig. 20B illustrates a scenario where
grasslands within apiary buffers could be degraded if such a soybean expansion were
to occur. The recent land-use data show that soybeans have increased radically and
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become one of the most dominant crops in North Dakota in less than 15 years, and
Fig.20B reflects this trend, which suggests that most apiaries in the state, but especially
in eastern counties where rainfall is greater, would be impacted. Given their minimal to
inconsistent yield benefits on soybeans as well as corn, neonicotinoid prophylactic
application could be excessive and unnecessary (Krupke et al., 2017; EPA, 2014). In
general, the agricultural intensification and simplification in favor of the top three crops
seems to be occurring to apiaries operating near eastern and southeastern counties.
The spatial results of these models should be useful for policy makers concerned
with the regulation of prophylactic use of insecticides. It has been reported that corn
growers in many states have limited access to traditional seeds, so as corn seed
treatments became normalized, 79-100% of growers in the US were applying early
season pesticides potentially without any real benefit (Douglas and Tooker, 2015). The
same could occur to soybean growers if seed vendors limit the availability of seeds
without neonicotinoid treatments, or overly advertise the benefits of seed treatments
even though researchers note their inconsistencies (EPA, 2014). The maps in Fig. 20AB visualize how this could impact grasslands around apiary sites which are providing a
valued service to honey production and commercial beekeepers.
5.6 Limitations, Assumptions and Model Sensitivity
This thesis identified three key data components involved in spatio-temporal
pesticide modeling: 1) the observed impacts of pesticides on bees at individual level; 2)
the observed/ estimated application rates at certain spatial scale; and 3) the actual
location of targeted crops. These three requirements also limited the pesticides and
crop types that could be included in this research. Due to those limitations, I chose to
include data
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from eight pesticides and three dominant crops that represent spatial insecticide use in
North Dakota. The decision to exclude the bee-friendly crops was made partially
because it would have violated requirements 2 and 3 above due to inadequate
information for spatial modeling. In particular, EPest does not separate canola and
sunflower pesticide use and these crops also have lower accuracies on the CDL (CDL
Metadata, 2014). Furthermore, their exposure route impacting bees is also different
than that on grassland adjacent to cropland. The difference is derived from the fact that
bees forage on directly treated canola or sunflower, so they would be consuming more
of those toxic ingredients. This would lead to further complication of the models, thus
requiring additional layers of weighted threats which are limited by the available data. In
addition to the limitation in data, this study focuses on the quality of natural habitat,
mainly grasslands or CRP lands that provide a consistent and diverse forage resource
that extends across the growing season, rather than cultivated flowering plants that
transition year to year. Evaluating the harmful impacts of pesticide application on these
bee-friendly crops was beyond the study’s research scope. Future pesticide modeling
tools should attempt to model additional specialty crops and unique pesticides if data
sets include reliable application rates.
The ability to create a model that incorporated both foliar applied and seed
treated insecticides would have been more holistic than keeping them separated.
Because all applications will have varying degrees of potential harm to bees, the
BeeREX conversion tool was used to normalize all applications. However, this tool is
not equipped for handling ranges in seed-treated pesticides because their mode of
exposure to bees is far more complicated than that of spray droplets. For this reason,
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the neonicotinoids were separated. Furthermore, given the data are no longer being
recorded by EPest (as of 2015), I decided to create more general spatial scenarios that
reflect what is known in the literature at large scales about neonicotinoids. As the
pathway for neonicotinoids and their impacts on bees becomes more defined, such as
understanding the distance and likelihood to which neighboring wildflowers are
impacted by systemic uptake through soils, further studies will be able to consider
application rates and potentially link residues in colonies at landscape scales and large
apiary sample sizes. Another key area of concern are the synergistic effects of
individual compounds such as with pyrethroids and fungicides (Piling and Jepson,
1993), but with such large landscape scale application rates, it would have been
unreasonable to include these interactions which require highly precise data inputs.
The analysis used EPest-low estimates as a conservative measure. To compare
how results would differ with EPest High estimates, Fig. 23 shows the average percent
differences between low and high total use estimates for all eight insecticides within the
apiary buffer. Fig. 23 visualizes consistency within the neonicotinoid estimates from low
to high, but pyrethroid results were much less stable, especially for Cyfluthrin, which
may be due to it being used less overall compared to Chlorpyrifos, for which low and
high estimates are generally in agreement. Overall, the pyrethroids Cyfluthrin and
Esfenvalerate were not used in many county-year combinations. Esfenvalerate is also
interesting because its EPest-low estimates seem to be decreasing, but the High
estimates almost doubled by 2010 (Fig. 23). One remaining question is how the InVEST
foliar spray model would have changed if the high application rates were converted to
risk quotients. Because the high estimates were created by EPest using interpolation of
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neighboring counties to always provide a quantity applied, this may leave them
unusually and unrealistically high compared with the low estimates. For this reason, an
analysis including the high estimates was omitted.
To test the sensitivity of the habitat quality foliar spray model to each of the input
datasets, model results were computed using individual crop-pesticide threat layers and
calculated the mean Degradation score for all apiaries using the same logic as for
model outputs with all crop-pesticide threat layers (Fig. 24). Two main differences
between 2014 and 2006 occurred: in 2014 there were three additional pesticide-crop
threats than in 2006, and Chlorpyrifos was more commonly used (in more CRDs) with
higher application rates in 2014 than 2006. These trends reflect spatial trends of
applications as well as changing application rates. The organophosphate Chlorpyrifos
was used extensively on wheat and soybeans, two of the most significant crops in North
Dakota, and drove a significant portion of the variation year to year. Comparing these
large spatial trends with results from localized studies of pesticide concentrations in
North Dakota colonies, the only insecticide detected by Smart et al. (2016) in all study
apiaries (6/6) was Chlorpyrifos, and Smart et al. (2018) reported that as grassland area
increased, Chlorpyrifos residues in colonies decreased. Future research linking EPest
estimates and field level observations of pesticides may be more likely using some of
the most commonly used compounds like Chlorpyrifos, but should be much more
challenging on sparsely used insecticides on specialty crops.
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Fig. 23. E-Pest low and high comparisons of total use inside the apiary buffer. Percent values for each pesticide represent the
average increase across all years moving from low to high estimates. Years where E-Pest low values were not reported were
excluded from percent difference calculations. *Neonicotinoids stop at 2014 due to discontinuing seed treatment inclusion.

Fig. 24. Mean Degradation results of running InVEST model with singular crop-pesticide threats
in 2006, 2010 and 2014. Those crop-pesticide combinations not listed above had application
rates/RQs below the threshold to receive a threat value. Each year has the same scale.
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5.7 Future Research and Policy
Within the context of this thesis, policy related tools with an emphasis on apiary
site improvement could be separated into two categories, either focusing on land-use
change or pesticide exposure mitigation. The scales at which policy can be
implemented can occur at federal landscape scales, such as with the addition of large
amounts of CRP, or they can occur at more localized scales accounting for strategic
enhancement of new and current pollinator habitat. Many pollinator habitat improvement
schemes are focused on the addition of forage, but the idea that grasslands act as a
refuge from pesticide applications is also an important service to consider. Though a
conservation field with a designed seed mix for honey bees improves the abundancy
and variety of forage resources, the quality of habitat should also be assessed by the
likelihood of being contaminated by the pesticide treatment on surrounding cropland.
The growing of crops with conventional methods undoubtedly precedes pesticide use,
so resulting policy recommendations first lean towards the area of cropland and or
conservation grasslands. In turn, one indirectly controls the total use of pesticides
applied. The addition of larger parcels of grassland with fewer cropland margins may
also lead to fewer cases when foraging bees interact with pesticide applications.
Furthermore, land management related behaviors at local scales have been
implemented by policy makers to improve the quality of forage, such as considering
distance to apiaries and communication between pesticide applicators and farmers.
For the conservation and improvement of honey bee health, current policy and
conservation schemes in North Dakota include both general grassland practices as well
as specifically designed plantings aimed at benefitting native pollinators and managed
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honey bees. Within CRP, the CP-1 or CP-2 general grassland seed mixes provide large
expanses where wildflowers may grow. The CP-42 Pollinator Habitat is more specific in
that it requires costlier seed mixes known to benefit pollinators overall providing a higher
quality forage source. Although conservation planners may attempt to distribute CP-42
in regions critical for commercial beekeeping operations, there are no requirements
addressing the distance to registered aperies or adjacent cropland. In 2018, there were
an enrolled 207,000 ha (511,000 ac) of CP-42, which is less than 2% of all CRP in the
USA, and North Dakota alone enrolled 1,900 ha (4,500 ac) (FSA CRP, 2018). This
suggests there is large scale potential for the improvement of CRP.
Alternatively, as of 2014, the USDA’s Natural Resources Conservation Service
(NRCS) has contributed to honey bee habitat enhancement with their Honey Bee Effort
assisted by the Environmental Quality Incentives Program (EQIP). Representing a more
regional approach to honey bee habitat improvement for commercial beekeepers, EQIP
has targeted their honey bee conservation efforts in Montana, North Dakota, South
Dakota, Minnesota, Wisconsin and Michigan. The Honey Bee Pollinator Effort has been
prioritizing the implementation of bee forage on a range of cropland and conservation
land covers, as well as promoting land management techniques to improve the quality
of existing forage. This includes crop rotations to include flowering cover crops favored
by honey bees, IPM strategies to reduce pesticide exposure, and rangeland
management to increase forage quality (NRCS, Honey Bee Effort). The program also
prioritizes sign-ups that are within 1.6km of registered apiaries and a certain distance
away from conventionally treated crops. As of 2018, there were ~14,000 ha (35,000 ac)
of enhanced land for honey bees across the six states mentioned (NRCS). Both CP-42
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and EQIP’s Honey Bee Effort have only existed since 2012 and 2014, respectively. As
they become more common, additional analyses such as those presented in this thesis
may serve as a means for increasing their efficiencies. It seems as though many
conservation planners have developed well-designed conservation policies to improve
pollinator habitat. But in order to impact more apiaries, increased implementation and
coverage of both CP-42 and EQIP are needed.
As honey bees can only fly within a certain radius of apiaries, the policies such
as CP-42 aiming to enhance pollinator habitat can be improved by focusing on its
context in relation to surrounding land covers and registered apiary sites. As was
demonstrated in the CRP distribution scenarios, incorporating apiary density and the
location of historic enrollment in the CRP recruiting process can directly increase the
efficiency of the policy. The historic CRP approach may provide some insight into where
and which CRP practices have provided pollinator benefits if surrounded by apiaries in
the past. One of the reasons why the Degradation score increased from 2006 to 2014
was the increase in borders shared by natural covers and cropland receiving pesticide
applications. This issue could be addressed by the updated EQIP and CRP sign-up
requirement on newly enrolled grassland not directly sharing borders with cropland. For
further improvements, these policies can also target multiple apiary site buffers to
optimize the forage resource uses. Other practices such as providing more crop
rotations and introducing flowering cover crops, or adding plant forbs in rangelands and
pastures offered by the EQIP can be considered as other alternatives to improve
existing forage quality.
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The enhancement of existing honey bee forage is a conservation target of NRCS
and North Dakota State University (NDSU) extension service, which also represent
regional and localized policy measures. These recommendations include ways to
reduce spray drift onto non-target wildflowers. For example, NDSU recommends
applying spray pesticides during times with minimal wind and during early mornings or
evenings when fewer bees are foraging (NDSU Extension). Many recommend the use
of IPM strategies for reducing pests, applying pesticides less toxic to bees, and only
applying pesticides under economic thresholds (NRCS, NDSU). NRCS mentions ways
to reduce spray drift exposure to bees, for example, by planting drift barriers with nonflowering plants tall enough to intercept exposed droplets. These are all strategies
important for improving current habitat quality, and if the area of natural covers does not
increase, the widespread use of smart land-management becomes more critical.
Besides the policy and technical support provided by the government and public
services, direct collaborations at the apiary-farm scale between beekeepers and
growers can also facilitate the information sharing to locally protect bees and other
pollinators. Web-based spatial tools aiming to tackle this subject such as FieldWatch
(www.fieldwatch.com) began in 2009 and are becoming increasingly available, which as
of late-2018, spatial apiary registration was supported in 19 states with five states being
added in 2018. The platform allows users of specialty crop pesticide applications to
communicate with beekeepers within a given distance of their farm. Such
communications could be useful for beekeepers deploying in early corn-planting
season, or if pest occurrence exceeds economic thresholds and spray applications are
needed. Currently, pesticide applications represent an externality where beekeepers
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may be forced to pay some of the cost in decreased colony survival due to the pesticide
exposure. Therefore, conservation policies should encourage or incentivize such
collaborative efforts at the local scale to manage the externality of pesticide applications
in the current system. Reporting, communicating, and information sharing of pesticide
applications and “bee friendly” practices should be advocated as other conservation
strategies working alongside with the public policies.
At both field and regional scales, the results presented here point out the gap in
information available to policy makers and conservation planners for better
understanding the pesticide related tradeoffs. For example, at the field scale, pollinator
strips adjacent to cropland provide a way to absorb pesticide drift from spray
applications and runoff containing seed treated systemic insecticides (NRCS, Mitigating
Spray Drift from Pesticides). On the other hand, they are also attracting pollinators to
forage and potentially consume contaminated pollen or nectar (Mogren and Lundgren,
2016). It is currently unknown which would leave more influential impact on colony
health. Moving past the field scale, discussed above are some of the limitations of
EPest, as well as the lack of pesticide monitoring data with higher temporal and spatial
resolution. Until better monitoring datasets become available, the ability for studies to
accurately assess the potential impacts of pesticides on bees as well as the
environment as a whole is in question. Also at the landscape scale, this thesis explores
the improvement of grassland resources for apiaries by providing a Geographic
Information Systems approach for the optimization of CRP placement around apiaries.
Though the benefits of this approach are discussed above, it would also be interesting
for future research to incorporate bee-friendly crops into this paradigm. The
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diversification of crops may also be important in the future given the negative sideeffects of homogenous crop systems like increased pest pressure (Meehan et al.,
2011). To incentivize the cultivation of bee-friendly crops may relieve some of this
pressure, but would also provide forage for apiaries. The inclusion of crop modeling and
increased CRP would provide policy makers with more refined tools for managing the
landscape with beekeepers in mind. Surely, additional research aiming to understand
links at the field scale will fuel landscape scale studies.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION

6. Conclusion
The merging of spatial datasets to model threats like pesticide degradation and
land-use change is urgently needed to better understand the ways in which land around
apiary sites are exposed shifting pressures. The landscape around these sites is
extremely dynamic in time and space, so spatio-temporal datasets with such information
must be utilized. This thesis addresses many ways to explore, join and extract
information from apiary registration points, land-use/land cover rasters, and regional
pesticide estimates on top crop types while focusing the threats occurring to apiaries.
The results from this thesis lead to the following conclusions:
•

7/8 insecticides used on the top three crops showed increasing trends
from 2001 to 2015 on lands occupied by beekeepers.
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•

Apiary competition for grassland and wetland increased from 2006 to
2014, a time of intensified cropland expansion.

•

Regional estimates of spray applied pesticides above a level of concern
increased from 2006 to 2014.

•

Habitat Quality model outputs suggest general apiary site quality
decreased over the time period, but degradation of grasslands was more
commonly occurring around apiary sites in 2014 than in 2006.

•

Strategic placement of CRP around densely populated apiaries can be
more efficient than random allocation per unit area of added conservation
land.

•

Apiaries may be exposed to threats from neonicotinoid use and expansion
increasingly east of the Missouri River where corn and soybean expansion
has been recorded.

•

Apiaries east of the Missouri River may be exposed to higher levels of the
dual threats of land-use change and pesticide use.

The results support further discussion for the implementation and improvement of policy
related to land occupied by beekeepers in North Dakota. The adoption of agricultural
intensification and simplification have contributed to the threats described above, and
for North Dakota to remain useful for supporting commercial apiaries as it has
historically done, attention to grassland and other semi-natural land covers supporting
floral resources is urgently needed.
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Appendix Table 1. CDL
Reclassifications
Category

original
value

reclassify
value

final
classes

Background

0

-999

-999

Sorghum

4

254

254

NA
other
crops

SweetCorn

12

254

1

corn

PopOrdCorn

13

254

3

wheat

Barley

21

254

5

soybeans

OtherSmallGrains

25

254

63

forest

DblWinWhtS

26

254

83

wetland

Rye

27

254

176

grassland

Oats

28

254

Millet

29

254

Speltz

30

254

Flaxseed

32

254

Safflower

33

254

Mustard

35

254

Camelina

38

254

Buckwheat

39

254

Sugarbeets

41

254

DryBeans

42

254

Potatoes

43

254

OtherCrops

44

254

MiscFruitsVeg

47

254

Watermelons

48

254

Onions

49

254

Lentils

52

254

Peas

53

254

Herbs

57

254

Barren

65

254

Apples

68

254

clouds/nodata

81

-999

Developed

82

-999

Water

83

-999

OpenWater

111

-999

DevelopedOpen

121

-999

DevelopedLow

122

-999

DevelopedMed

123

-999

DevelopedHigh

124

-999

Barren

131

-999
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Appendix Table 1 cont.
Triticale

205

254

Vetch

224

254

DblWinWhtC

225

254

DblOatsCorn

226

254

Pumpkins

229

254

DblBarleySor

235

254

DblWinWhtS

236

254

DblSoybeans

240

254

DblCornSoybeans

241

254

Radishes

246

254

Turnips

247

254

Corn

1

1

DurumWheat

22

3

SpringWheat

23

3

WinterWheat

24

3

Soybeans

5

5

Sunflower

6

254

Canola

31

254

RapeSeed

34

254

Alfalfa

36

254

Forest

63

63

DeciduousForest

141

63

EvergreenForest

142

63

MixedForest

143

63

Wetlands

87

83

WoodyWetlands

190

83

HerbaceousWetlands 195
OtherHay
37

83

CloverWildflowers

58

176

Sod

59

176

Switchgrass

60

176

FallowIdle

61

176

GrassPasture

62

176

Shrubland

152

176

GrasslandHerbaceous

176

GrassPasture

171
176

PastureHay

181

176

176

176
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